DATE: May 23, 2018

MEMORANDUM TO: Gary Taverman
Deputy Assistant Secretary
for Antidumping and Countervailing Duty Operations,
performing the non-exclusive functions and duties of the
Assistant Secretary for Enforcement and Compliance

FROM: Scot Fullerton
Director, Office VI
performing the duties of Deputy Assistant Secretary
for Antidumping and Countervailing Duty Operations

SUBJECT: Fine Denier Polyester Staple Fiber from the Republic of Korea:
Issues and Decision Memorandum for the Final Determination of
Sales at Less-Than-Fair-Value

I. SUMMARY

The Department of Commerce (Commerce) finds that fine denier polyester staple fiber (fine
denier PSF) from the Republic of Korea (Korea) is being, or is likely to be, sold in the United
States at less than fair value (LTFV), as provided in section 735 of the Tariff Act of 1930, as
amended (the Act). The period of investigation (POI) is April 1, 2016, through March 31, 2017.

As a result of our analysis, and based on our findings at verification, we made changes to the
margin calculations for Toray Chemical Korea Inc (TCK), the sole cooperating respondent in
this investigation. We recommend that you approve the positions described in the “Discussion
of the Issues” section of this memorandum.

II. LIST OF ISSUES

Comment 1: Whether to Apply Total AFA to TCK Based on Verification Corrections
Comment 1(a): Minor Corrections
Comment 1(b): Tolling Arrangement
Comment 1(c): Misreported Sales of Products Not Produced
Comment 1(d): Failure to Provide Correct Translations

Comment 2: Whether to Apply AFA to Down Nara

Comment 3: Whether Commerce’s Calculation of the “All-Others” Rate is Supported
by its Practice and Is Consistent with the Statute and Court Precedent
Comment 4: Whether the Totality of Circumstances Regarding Cost Reporting Warrants Application of Total or Partial AFA.

Comment 5: Whether Commerce Should Adjust the Purchases of EG for Physical Inventory Adjustments and Certain Ancillary Costs.

Comment 6: Whether Commerce Should Adjust TCK’s Reported Unit Costs of Manufacture for the Subject Fine Denier PSF

Comment 6(a): Pattern of Understatement
Comment 6(b): Physical Characteristics
Comment 6(c): SAP® System
Comment 6(d): PET Chips
Comment 6(e): TPA Consumption
Comment 6(f): Affiliated PET Chips Purchases

Comment 7: Whether Commerce Should Adjust the Affiliated Trading Company’s SG&A Expense Rate Calculation

Comment 8: Whether Commerce Should Adjust the Cost and Sales of Certain Product Codes

Comment 9: Whether Commerce Should Deny the Offset to G&A Expenses

Comment 10: Whether Commerce Should Adjust the Non-Operating Income Used to Offset the G&A and Financial Expenses

Comment 11: Whether Commerce Should Continue to Apply the Affiliated Party Purchases Adjustment

Comment 12: Whether Commerce Should Eliminate the Unreconciled Difference Adjustment to TCK’s Reported Costs

III. BACKGROUND

On January 5, 2018, Commerce published the Preliminary Determination of sales at LTFV in the antidumping duty investigation of fine denier PSF from Korea. Between January 15, 2018, and February 9, 2018, Commerce conducted sales and cost verifications at TCK, in accordance with section 782(i) of the Act. On February 5, 2018, DAK Americas LLC; Nan Ya Plastics Corporation, America; and Auriga Polymers Inc. (hereinafter the petitioners) requested a public hearing. On February 6, 2018, TCK requested a hearing. On February 8, 2018, Consolidated Fibers, Inc. (Consolidated Fiber), a U.S. importer of subject merchandise also requested a public hearing. On March 16, 2018, Solianus Inc., (Solianus) a Korean exporter of fine denier PSF submitted its case brief addressing the all-others rate calculation. Additionally on March 16,

IV. SCOPE OF THE INVESTIGATION

The merchandise covered by this investigation is fine denier polyester staple fiber (fine denier PSF), not carded or combed, measuring less than 3.3 decitex (3 denier) in diameter. The scope covers all fine denier PSF, whether coated or uncoated. The following products are excluded from the scope:

1. PSF equal to or greater than 3.3 decitex (more than 3 denier, inclusive) currently classifiable under Harmonized Tariff Schedule of the United States (HTSUS) subheadings 5503.20.0045 and 5503.20.0065.

2. Low-melt PSF defined as a bi-component polyester fiber having a polyester fiber component that melts at a lower temperature than the other polyester fiber component, which is currently classifiable under HTSUS subheading 5503.20.0015.

Fine denier PSF is classifiable under the HTSUS subheading 5503.20.0025. Although the HTSUS subheadings are provided for convenience and customs purposes, the written description of the scope of this investigation is dispositive.

---

11 See Hearing Transcript.
12 See Commerce inadvertently included the phrase “or pre-opened” in the scope in the Preliminary Determination; therefore, we have corrected that inadvertent error (i.e., we have removed “or pre-opened” from the scope for this final determination).
V. DISCUSSION OF THE ISSUES

Comment 1: Whether to Apply Total AFA to TCK

Petitioners’ Comments

- The extensive “minor corrections” presented at verification, the information regarding tolling which was withheld until verification, the misreported sales of products not produced, and failure to provide correct translations warrant application of total adverse facts available (AFA) to TCK.\(^{13}\)
- TCK has significantly impeded the investigation by not providing complete and accurate responses to Commerce’s questionnaires as evidenced by at least 10 major revisions made at the start of the verification affecting large portions of each database.
- Despite multiple supplemental questionnaires, with one supplemental questionnaire response submitted as late as December 7, 2017, TCK’s responses remain incomplete and misreported; thus, Commerce was denied the opportunity to develop and analyze a complete record in this investigation.
- TCK has exhausted its opportunities to remedy its responses before verification, and the record clearly indicates that TCK did not act to the best of its ability in providing data to Commerce.
- If Commerce decides to use the available information on the record and calculate a dumping margin for TCK, it should at least apply partial AFA as discussed in more detail below.\(^{14}\)

TCK’s Comments

- TCK timely provided Commerce with all requested information and Commerce fully verified TCK’s data.\(^{15}\)
- The minor corrections that were submitted at the outset of verification, consistent with Commerce’s verification procedures, do not involve systemic errors nor were they rejected by Commerce.
- There is nothing missing from the record, and there is nothing that went unverified.
- The record confirms that TCK acted to the best of its ability fully by responding to all of Commerce’s questionnaires.

---

\(^{13}\) See Petitioners’ March 16, 2018 Case Brief.

\(^{14}\) Id. at 24 and footnote 9.

\(^{15}\) Id.
Commerce’s Position:
We disagree that the facts merit the application of either facts available or an adverse inference to TCK. Section 776(a) of the Act provides that Commerce shall apply “facts otherwise available” if, inter alia, necessary information is not on the record or an interested party or any other person: (A) withholds information that has been requested; (B) fails to provide information in the form and manner requested by Commerce; (C) significantly impedes a proceeding; or (D) provides information that cannot be verified. None of the issues raised by the petitioners meet this threshold. Summaries of interested parties’ detailed comments regarding, and Commerce’s positions addressing, each of the petitioners’ bases for the application of AFA are below.

Comment 1(a): Minor Corrections

Petitioners’ Comments
- The numerous so-called “minor” corrections presented at verification include new information and unsupported changes, are not minor in nature but are substantial, should have been reported months ago, and demonstrate that TCK misreported sales and numerous expenses and submitted grossly deficient responses.\(^{16}\)
- The so-called “minor” corrections presented at verification include: 1) using 365 days instead of 360 days to calculate credit expenses and updating the payment date for a significant number of HM sales;\(^{17}\) 2) reporting omitted bank charges for certain HM sales;\(^{18}\) 3) corrections of shipment date, date of sale, and destination code for certain HM sales;\(^{19}\) 4) correcting misallocated inland freight expenses for certain HM sales\(^{20}\) (TCK did not support this correction);\(^{21}\) 5) deleting the loading charges reported for certain tolled merchandise (this affected a significant portion of HM sales);\(^{22}\) 6) deleting packing costs for two tolled products;\(^{23}\) 7) correcting misallocated bank charges for a significant number of U.S. sales;\(^{24}\) 8) revising brokerage and handling expenses (BHE) which were only partially reported for certain U.S. customers (TCK misrepresented its

---

\(^{16}\) See Memorandum, “Proprietary Information for the Final Determination of the Antidumping Duty Investigation of Fine Denier Polyester Staple Fiber from the Republic of Korea,” dated concurrently with this memorandum (BPI Notes Memorandum) at Note 1.
\(^{17}\) See Petitioners’ March 16, 2018 Case Brief at 9-10 and Memorandum, “Verification of the Sales Responses of Toray Chemical Korea Co., Ltd.,” dated March 7, 2018 (Sales Verification Report) at 1 and Attachment 1 of SVE-1 and the BPI Notes Memorandum at Note 2.
\(^{18}\) See Petitioners’ March 16, 2018 Case Brief at 11-12, the Sales Verification Report at 2 and Attachment 2 of SVE-1, and the BPI Notes Memorandum at Note 4.
\(^{19}\) See Petitioners’ March 16, 2018 Case Brief at 10-11, the Sales Verification Report at 2, and Attachment 3 of SVE-1.
\(^{20}\) See BPI Notes Memorandum at Note 3.
\(^{21}\) See Petitioners’ March 16, 2018 Case Brief at 13-14 and Sales Verification Report at 2 and Attachment 4 of SVE-1.
\(^{22}\) See Petitioners’ March 16, 2018 Case Brief at 8 and Sales Verification Report at 2 and Attachment 5 of SVE-1 and BPI Notes Memorandum at Note 4.
\(^{23}\) See Petitioners’ March 16, 2018 Case Brief at 8 and Sales Verification Report at 2 and Attachment 6 of SVE-1. In reporting packing costs for these two products, TCK must have assumed these were self-produced products. This indicates these products were recorded in inventory and thus also implies all tolled merchandise may have incurred unreported warehousing and loading charges, contrary to TCK’s reporting.
\(^{24}\) See Petitioners’ March 16, 2018 Case Brief at 11-12, the Sales Verification Report at 2 and Attachment 7 of SVE-1, and the BPI Notes Memorandum at Note 5.
BHE for sales to these customers to engineer a de minimize preliminary dumping margin); 25 9) correcting misreported domestic inland freight expenses for certain U.S. sales; 26 and 10) correcting duty drawback for certain U.S. sales 27 (TCK did not support this correction). 28

- In CTL Plate from Italy, Commerce found it inappropriate to accept corrections offered at verification due to the significance of the respondent’s reporting errors, the degree to which they impacted the calculations, and because they constituted new factual information. 29

- Therefore, Commerce should base TCK’s dumping margin on total facts available, with an adverse inference (AFA). 30

- If Commerce does not apply total AFA, it must: (1) apply partial AFA using the highest reported U.S. expenses and lowest reported HM expenses for sales affected by the “minor corrections” (use the highest reported expense for BROKEU, BANKCHARU, and DINLFTPU1; use zero for CREDITH and the lowest reported expense for BANKCHARH and INLFTC1H); (2) apply AFA to TCK’s sales of tolled merchandise in the home and U.S. markets (or at least to the sales identified in Attachment 6 of SVE-1); and (3) deny the duty drawback adjustment for the sales indicated in Attachment 10 of SVE-1.

**TCK’s Comments**

- Use of AFA is unreasonable and not supported by the facts on the record or the statute. TCK fully cooperated and its data were fully verified, without discrepancy, including the minor corrections which Commerce accepted. The corrections either affected a small number of sales, only sales to certain customers, were very insignificant or, in some cases, were changes which caused TCK’s dumping margin to increase.

- In American Brake v. United States, the Court of International Trade (CIT) found that Commerce properly accepted minor corrections at verification following the standard language in the verification agenda. 31 In the same case, the CIT stressed that Commerce was correct to decline to apply AFA because the corrections were presented, accepted and verified.
• The factual scenario in *CTL Plate from Belgium* and *CTL Plate from Italy*, cited by the petitioners, is exactly opposite the facts of this case. In both of these cases, the respondents attempted to provide Commerce with substantial revisions to their reported control numbers, which Commerce rejected.

• The petitioners’ main claim is that the number of transactions affected by the minor corrections supports the application of AFA. However, the absolute percentage is misleading as a single minor correction (such as correcting the indirect selling expense ratio, allocated freight expenses, or an interest rate) can impact an entire database.

• Commerce successfully verified each minor correction. Some of the changes due to minor corrections either impact only a small number of sales, as with packing expenses, or, as with domestic brokerage and handling expenses and loading charges, the correction increases the dumping margin. Moreover, these loading charges are very insignificant such that this expense is of an order of magnitude equivalent to a rounding error. This expense has practically no impact on TCK’s reported data or dumping margin.

**Commerce’s Position:**
We agree with TCK. We do not find that it is appropriate to apply partial or total AFA to TCK. Section 776(a) of the Act states that Commerce will use facts available when an interested party withholds information, fails to provide such information, significantly impedes a proceeding, or provides information that cannot be verified. Furthermore, section 776(b) of the Act states that an adverse inference will be applied if Commerce finds that an interested party has failed to cooperate by not acting to the best of its ability to comply with a request for information. TCK timely provided the sales information requested in Commerce’s questionnaire and supplemental questionnaires, did not impede the proceeding, and the information provided was verified. Furthermore, TCK presented its minor corrections at the beginning of verification, as permitted in Commerce’s verification agenda. We examined the minor corrections at verification, accepted all of them, and found no discrepancies with the information reported. The minor corrections accepted at verification do not demonstrate that TCK submitted deficient responses to the extent that its dumping margin should be based on total AFA.

As noted by the petitioners, the corrections in question involve revisions to the home market credit expense, shipment date and destination codes, bank charges, inland freight, and packing and loading charges for certain tolled products. The corrections also include


33 *See* Certain Carbon and Alloy Steel Cut-To-Length Plate from Italy: Final Determination of Sales at Less Than Fair Value and Final Determination of Critical Circumstances, in Part, 82 FR 16,345 (April 4, 2017) (*CTL Plate from Italy*) at I&D Memorandum at Comment 2.

34 *See* Sales Verification Report at SVE-1 attachment 1.

35 *Id.* at SVE-1 attachment 3.

36 *Id.* at SVE-1 attachment 2.

37 *Id.* at SVE-1 attachment 4.

38 *Id.* at SVE-1 attachment 6.

39 *Id.* at SVE-1 attachment 5.
revisions to U.S. bank charges,\textsuperscript{40} brokerage and handling expenses,\textsuperscript{41} domestic inland freight,\textsuperscript{42} and duty drawback.\textsuperscript{43} Every minor correction accepted by Commerce was either very insignificant in terms of both the number of transactions affected and the amount of the correction (\textit{i.e.}, revisions to the HM shipment date and destination codes,\textsuperscript{44} HM bank charges,\textsuperscript{45} HM inland freight,\textsuperscript{46} domestic inland freight for U.S. sales,\textsuperscript{47} and duty drawback\textsuperscript{48}), or insignificant in terms of the amount of the correction (replacing 360 days with 365 days in the credit expense calculation,\textsuperscript{49} deleting loading charges for tolled products\textsuperscript{50}, correcting allocated U.S. bank charges,\textsuperscript{51} correcting domestic brokerage and handling charges for certain U.S. customers\textsuperscript{52}). In some cases, all the relevant information was already on the record in order to correct the error, such as is the case with changes to the payment date. None of the minor corrections accepted at verification were all-encompassing changes such as modifications to the date of sale methodology or reporting new sales or adjustments. Rather, the changes involved correcting minor clerical errors, correcting minor errors in existing calculations, or correcting minor omissions. While some of the corrections may have affected a large number of transactions, a minor correction to a calculation, such as correction of an indirect selling expense ratio, an interest rate percentage for credit and inventory carrying costs, or an allocated freight expense calculation, will impact all sales for which such an adjustment was reported. However, just because a large number of transactions are affected by a correction does not necessarily render a correction not “minor” or warrant AFA. As confirmed by the CIT in \textit{Tatung Co. v. United States} it is a well-settled principle in Commerce’s verification practice: “The issue is not the value of the errors as a percentage of total U.S. sales, or the number of instances of errors. Rather the issue is the nature of the errors and their effect on the validity of the submission.”\textsuperscript{53}

The minor corrections at issue are corrections of errors, not extensive changes in reporting or methodology, and do not affect the validity of the submissions. Commerce verified and accepted all the minor corrections presented by TCK at verification. At verification, before accepting the minor corrections, Commerce analyzed the impact of each correction confirming that they were in fact minor, and verified and accepted all minor corrections only after each minor correction was tied to TCK’s accounting records.\textsuperscript{54} Contrary to the petitioners’ argument, TCK provided support for its minor corrections. Although not all the source documentation that was used to test the minor corrections was included in the verification exhibits because it would have been too voluminous, all minor corrections were supported by source documentation.

\textsuperscript{40} Id. at SVE-1 attachment 7.
\textsuperscript{41} Id. at SVE-1 attachment 8.
\textsuperscript{42} Id. at SVE-1 attachment 9.
\textsuperscript{43} Id. at SVE-1 attachment 10.
\textsuperscript{44} See BPI Notes Memorandum at Note 8.
\textsuperscript{45} Id. at Note 9.
\textsuperscript{46} Id. at Note 10.
\textsuperscript{47} Id. at Note 11.
\textsuperscript{48} Id. at Note 12.
\textsuperscript{49} Id. at Note 13.
\textsuperscript{50} Id. at Note 14.
\textsuperscript{51} Id. at Note 15.
\textsuperscript{52} Id. at Note 16.
\textsuperscript{53} See \textit{Tatung Co. V. United States}, 18 CIT 1137, 1141 (1994).
\textsuperscript{54} See \textit{Sales Verification Report} at 2-3.
Specifically, we disagree with the petitioners’ contention that there was no supporting documentation for the bank charges. These charges were completely verified and Commerce tied these charges to TCK’s accounting records. We also disagree with the petitioners’ claim that the minor correction to domestic inland freight for a U.S. sale affected more than one sale. The sale in question was reported under one invoice number,\(^5\) which covers only one sale in one single shipment, but consists of four-line items representing four sales observations. This minor correction was a simple data error and resulted in a very insignificant change to an adjustment which accounted for a very small percentage of the gross unit price.\(^6\) Similarly, the minor corrections to the duty drawback calculations, which relate to an allocation error, were well documented and supported by TCK’s accounting records provided at verification. Commerce was able to tie all the recalculated duty drawback per unit values to source documentation during the verification. The changes to the reported duty drawback adjustments affected only certain sales transactions and are very insignificant;\(^7\) thus, the correction was properly accepted at the sales verification as a minor correction.

Regarding deletion of the packing expenses reported for two tolled products, the petitioners contend that this error demonstrates that TCK must have assumed these were self-produced products. From this, the petitioners conclude that this error indicates these products were recorded in inventory and thus this error also implies all tolled merchandise may have incurred unreported warehousing and loading charges, contrary to TCK’s reporting. We disagree with the petitioners’ conclusions. The petitioners’ claims are not supported by the record. We verified, using TCK’s SAP system, that the two products which were erroneously reported as self-produced were in fact tolled products and therefore the packing expenses and loading charges were not incurred by TCK, but were incurred by the tolling company and included in the reported cost of tolled merchandise. The cost of manufacture (COM) statement included in Attachment 6 of SVE-1 shows that two products in question were recorded as tolled products.

As explained above, because all the minor corrections presented at the verification correct information already reported and are in fact minor, all ten minor corrections were correctly accepted at verification and do not represent new information. For the above reasons these minor corrections will not be rejected from the final determination and we find that resorting to total AFA or partial AFA is unreasonable and not supported by the facts on the record.

**Comment 1(b): Tolling Arrangement**

*Petitioners’ Comments*

- TCK impeded this investigation by withholding until verification specific details of its outsourced operations and partners, details it claimed at verification were known by September 2016.\(^8\)

---

\(^6\) See BPI Notes Memorandum at Note 11.
\(^7\) Id. at Note 17.
\(^8\) Id.
• The details provided in TCK’s November 16, 2017 Supplemental Section D response reveal several issues and deficiencies with TCK’s cost reporting that should have been a part of TCK's original response.
• Delayed revelation of these facts shows intentionally selective reporting.
• TCK failed to provide a good faith effort in its response to Commerce’s questionnaires. In addition to not initially reporting its tolling information, at verification TCK provided contradictory information while further attempting to obscure details of its tolling arrangement.
• TCK’s sales of tolled merchandise involve numerous deficiencies. In addition to the corrections involving tolled merchandise noted above, TCK failed to provide reliable information regarding its tollers, sales and cost of tolled merchandise.  

TCK’s Comments
• While the petitioners claim that TCK’s questionnaire responses regarding tolling are incorrect, the facts obtained at verification clarify the reported tolling information and have been fully verified.
• TCK did not report its toller’s costs of outsourcing but correctly reported the amount it was charged for outsourcing services as recorded in its books. TCK is not affiliated with its toller. The petitioners did not point to any law, regulation, or Commerce practice under which it may penalize TCK for correctly reporting the costs charged by an unaffiliated supplier to TCK for the provision of goods or services.

Commerce’s Position:
We disagree with the petitioners’ argument that TCK impeded the investigation by withholding information about its tolling company and did not act to the best of its ability. TCK provided the specific information regarding its outsourcing operations that was requested by Commerce. Contrary to the petitioners’ argument, information regarding the tolling company and a copy of the current contract with the toller were submitted in the first sections A, B and C supplemental questionnaire response.  While TCK provided other detailed information regarding its tollers in response to questions by Commerce’s verifiers, the petitioners have not explained how Commerce’s investigation of TCK was impeded by not having these details, which were not requested until verification. TCK’s relationship with its tolling companies during the POI was verified by Commerce and no affiliation was found between TCK and the tolling companies.

---

60 As stated on page 18 of the Petitioners’ TCK’s Case Brief dated March 16, 2018, “Petitioner will further address the specifics of TCK’s failure to adequately report costs of its tolled sales in its case brief for TCK’s cost reporting.” However, the petitioners never provided any specifics regarding the reported costs of TCK’s tolled products, therefore, this issue is not addressed in this memorandum.
Comment 1(c): Misreported Sales of Products Not Produced

Petitioner’s Comments
- A review of TCK’s home market sales database shows TCK sold products which are not among the products it reported producing itself or producing through outsourcing (see Exhibit SD-5 of TCK’s November 16, 2017 supplemental section D questionnaire response (SQD)).
- This is either another significant reporting error or evidence of unreported producers of merchandise sold by TCK. In either case, this reflects TCK’s continued lack of cooperation throughout the investigation.
- Commerce should apply total AFA for these sales.

TCK’s Comments
- There is no “significant error” nor are there “unreported producers.” The list of products produced and outsourced in Exhibit SD-5 of the SQD reflects production during the POI and reconciles to the total production quantity reported in TCK’s Section D cost database. Each of the products in question was not produced during the POI but was sold from inventory at the beginning of the POI. Commerce verified the data and confirmed that the products were produced prior to the POI and sold during the POI.

Commerce’s Position:
See Comment 8 below for Commerce’s position.

Comment 1(d): Failure to Provide Correct Translations

Petitioners’ Comments
- TCK improperly translated certain documents. These translation errors impact Commerce’s margin calculations and demonstrate that TCK did not cooperate to the best of its ability.

TCK’s Comments
- The translation errors cited by the petitioners are insignificant, were corrected, and do not provide evidence of a systemic failure on the part of TCK to cooperate to the best of its ability.

Commerce’s Position:
We agree with TCK that the translation errors cited by the petitioners are insignificant. One of the two translation corrections was made to the name of one of the accounts in the chart of accounts, and the other was provided by Commerce’s interpreter at verification and involved adding one word to the translation of the name of a document. The addition of this word only further supports the explanation of this document provided by TCK in its responses to Commerce’s questionnaires. In both instances, these translation corrections are insignificant and do not provide evidence that TCK failed to cooperate to the best of its ability to provide Commerce with requested information.
Comment 2: Whether to Apply AFA to Down Nara

Petitioners’ Comments
- Down Nara, Co., Ltd (Down Nara) was selected as a mandatory respondent but failed to respond to Commerce’s questionnaire. Thus, its dumping margin should be based on total AFA.
- Commerce has adequate grounds to include certain additional information in its instructions to Customs and Border Protection (CBP).63 Due to the proprietary nature of this comment, see the BPI Memorandum for further details.64

Commerce’s Position:
We agree with the petitioners that Down Nara failed to respond to Commerce’s questionnaire and therefore its dumping margin should be based on total AFA.

Section 776(a) of the Act provides that, subject to section 782(d) of the Act, Commerce shall apply “facts otherwise available” if, *inter alia*, necessary information is not on the record or an interested party or any other person: (A) withholds information that has been requested; (B) fails to provide information within the deadlines established, or in the form and manner requested by Commerce, subject to subsections (c)(1) and (e) of section 782 of the Act; (C) significantly impedes a proceeding; or (D) provides information that cannot be verified as provided by section 782(i) of the Act.

Section 776(b) of the Act provides that Commerce may use an adverse inference in applying the facts otherwise available when a party has failed to cooperate by not acting to the best of its ability to comply with a request for information. Further, section 776(b)(2) of the Act states that an adverse inference may include reliance on information derived from the petition, the final determination from the antidumping duty investigation, a previous administrative review, or other information placed on the record.65 The SAA explains that Commerce may employ an adverse inference “to ensure that the party does not obtain a more favorable result by failing to cooperate than if it had cooperated fully.”66 Further, affirmative evidence of bad faith on the part of a respondent is not required before Commerce may make an adverse inference.67

Finally, under section 776(d) of the Act, Commerce may use a dumping margin from any segment of the proceeding under the applicable antidumping order when applying an adverse inference, including the highest of such margins.68 When selecting facts available with an

63 See Petitioners’ March 30, 2018 Case Brief at 3-5.
65 See also 19 CFR 351.308(c).
67 See, e.g., Notice of Final Determination of Sales at Less Than Fair Value: Circular Seamless Stainless Steel Hollow Products from Japan, 65 FR 42985 (July 12, 2000); Antidumping Duties; Countervailing Duties; Final Rule, 62 FR 27295, 27340 (May 19, 1997); and Nippon Steel Corp. v. United States, 337 F.3d 1373, 1382-83 (Fed. Cir. 2003) (Nippon Steel).
68 See section 776(d)(1)(B) and 776(d)(2) of the Act.
adverse inference, Commerce is not required to estimate what the dumping margin would have been if the interested party failing to cooperate had cooperated or to demonstrate that the dumping margin reflects an “alleged commercial reality” of the interested party.  

Down Nara received Commerce’s questionnaire but did not respond to it or otherwise participate in the proceeding. As a consequence, for the final determination, we continue to find that the necessary information is not available on the record and that Down Nara withheld information requested by Commerce, failed to provide information by the specified deadlines, and significantly impeded the proceeding. Moreover, because Down Nara failed to provide any information, section 782(e) of the Act is inapplicable. Accordingly, pursuant to sections 776(a)(1) and 776(a)(2)(A), (B), and (C) of the Act, we are relying upon facts otherwise available for the final dumping margin of Down Nara.

Next, we considered whether it is appropriate to use an adverse inference in applying the facts otherwise available based on Down Nara’s failure to act to the best of its ability to comply with a request for information. Compliance with the “best of its ability” standard is determined by assessing whether a respondent has put forth its maximum effort to provide Commerce with full and complete answers to all inquiries in an investigation.

Down Nara’s failure to respond to Commerce’s questionnaire or otherwise participate in the proceeding indicates that this company has not put forth its maximum effort to provide Commerce with full and complete answers to the inquiries made in this investigation. Accordingly, we conclude that Down Nara failed to cooperate to the best of its ability to comply with a request for information by Commerce, in accordance with section 776(b) of the Act and 19 CFR 351.308(a). Therefore, in selecting from among the facts otherwise available, an adverse inference is warranted.

As noted above, section 776(b) of the Act states that when employing an adverse inference, Commerce may rely upon information derived from the petition, the final determination from the LTFV investigation, a previous administrative review, or any other information placed on the record. In doing so, Commerce is not required to determine, or make any adjustments to, a weighted average dumping margin based on any assumptions about information an interested party would have provided if the interested party had complied with the request for information. In selecting a rate based on AFA, Commerce selects a rate that is sufficiently adverse to ensure that the uncooperative party does not obtain a more favorable result by failing to cooperate than if it had fully cooperated.

---

69 See section 776(d)(3)(B) of the Act.
70 See sections 776(a)(2)(A), (B), and (C) of the Act.
72 See, e.g., Notice of Final Determination of Sales at Less Than Fair Value: Circular Seamless Stainless Steel Hollow Products from Japan, 65 FR at 42985, 42986 (July 12, 2000) (where the Department applied total AFA when the respondent failed to respond to the antidumping questionnaire).
73 See also 19 CFR 351.308(c).
74 See section 776(b)(1)(B) of the Act.
75 See SAA at 870.
Section 776(c) of the Act provides that, in general, when Commerce relies on secondary information rather than on information obtained in the course of an investigation, it shall, to the extent practicable, corroborate that information from independent sources that are reasonably at its disposal. Secondary information is defined as information derived from the petition that gave rise to the investigation, the final determination concerning the subject merchandise, or any previous review under section 751 of the Act concerning the subject merchandise. Further, Commerce is not required to corroborate any dumping margin applied in a separate segment of the same proceeding.

In this investigation, we have selected the petition dumping margin of 45.23 percent as the AFA rate applicable to Down Nara. To corroborate the 45.23 percent AFA rate that we selected, we compared the 45.23 percent margin to the transaction-specific dumping margins that we calculated for TCK. We found that the dumping margin of 45.23 percent is not significantly higher than the highest transaction-specific dumping margin calculated for TCK, and therefore is relevant and has probative value. Accordingly, we find that the rate of 45.23 percent is corroborated within the meaning of section 776(c) of the Act.

Finally, as discussed in the BPI Memorandum, we are further finding that, as adverse facts available, a Korean producer of the subject merchandise, Koreco Synthetic Fiber Co. (Koreco), is a successor-in-interest of Down Nara.

Comment 3: Whether Commerce’s Calculation of the “All-Others” Rate is Supported by its Practice and Is Consistent with the Statute and Court Precedent

Solianus’ Comments

- It is “unreasonable and contrary to the law” to include AFA in calculating the “all-others” rate when the only individually investigated respondent received a de minimis rate and non-selected exporters did not fail to cooperate.
- Calculating the “all others” rate by averaging the non-cooperative companies’ AFA rate and TCK’s de minimis rate, drew a legally impermissible adverse inference against the “all others” rate exporters.
- Changzhou Hawd, establishes a binding Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit (CAFC) precedent that the burden of proof is on Commerce to establish how and why those companies not individually examined are unlike those individually examined. If this burden of proof is not met, then Commerce has no basis for assigning a rate to Solianus, a company not individually examined, that is different from the rate for TCK, a company

---

70 See also 19 CFR 351.308(d).
71 See SAA at 870.
72 See section 776(c)(2) of the Act.
74 See Solianus’ Case Brief at 2 citing Changzhou Hawd Flooring Co. v. United States, 848 F.3d 1006 (Fed. Circ. 2017) (Changzhou Hawd), Albemarle Corp. & Subsidiaries v. United States, 821 F.3d 1345 (Fed. Cir. 2016) (Albemarle), and Yangzhou Bestpak Gifts & Crafts Co. v. United States, 716 F.3d 1370 (Fed. Cir. 2013) (Bestpak).
75 See Solianus’ Case Brief at 10.
that was individually examined. Commerce did not meet its burden of proof here.\textsuperscript{82}

- Because TCK is the one mandatory respondent that was individually examined, Commerce should have assigned TCK’s rate to the all-others companies.\textsuperscript{83} There is no evidence on the record establishing that the dumping rate for the all-others companies, particularly Solianus, is not represented by TCK’s rate.\textsuperscript{84}
- If TCK’s final rate is \textit{de minimis}, Commerce must assign Solianus the same rate and exclude Solianus from any AD order that may be issued. When Commerce can find no basis in law or fact to assume that a non-investigated cooperating exporter is dumping, the legal consequence is exclusion from the \textit{Order} of any such exporter.\textsuperscript{85}
- Commerce failed to establish, based upon substantial record evidence, that the “expected method” of calculating the all-others rate by basing it on the rate of the investigated company, TCK, was unreasonable in this case. Hence, Commerce should have used TCK’s dumping margin as the “all-others” rate unless it was not “feasible” to do so.\textsuperscript{86}

\textit{Petitioners’ Comments}

- Solianus failed to request voluntary respondent status, never indicated it should be selected as a mandatory respondent, and did not file respondent selection comments. Thus, it cannot claim to have cooperated in the investigation,\textsuperscript{87} or claim to be similar to TCK such that the “all others” rate should not apply to it.\textsuperscript{88}
- The Act, the Courts, and the SAA all indicate Commerce is to use the “expected method” for determining the “all others” rate (in this case averaging \textit{de minimis} and AFA margins).\textsuperscript{89}
- Commerce “individually examined” not only TCK but also Huvis Corporation (Huvis) and Down Nara to which it applied total AFA. Solianus has no basis to claim that these AFA companies were somehow not “individually investigated.”\textsuperscript{90} According to section 735(c)(5)(B) of the Act, both Huvis and Down Nara are still considered “individually investigated” respondents despite their non-cooperation.
- Thus, Commerce acted consistent with the Act and its practice by basing its calculation of the “all others rate” on a simple average of the \textit{de minimis} dumping margin calculated

\textsuperscript{82} See Solianus’ Case Brief at 2 (citing \textit{Changzhou Hawd}).
\textsuperscript{83} Id. at 7.
\textsuperscript{84} Id. at 8-9.
\textsuperscript{85} Id. at 13 (citing \textit{Fuyao Glass Indus. Group Co. v. United States}, 30 C.I.T. 165 (2006) and \
\textsuperscript{86} Id. at 7-9, 11 (citing \textit{Changzhou Hawd}).
\textsuperscript{87} See Petitioners’ Rebuttal Brief on Solianus at 2-3 (citing Memorandum from Robert Bolling to James Maeder dated July 31, 2017, Antidumping Duty Investigation of Fine Denier Polyester Staple Fiber from the Republic of Korea: Respondent Selection (Respondent Selection Memorandum)).
\textsuperscript{88} See Petitioners’ Rebuttal Brief on Solianus at 2-3.
\textsuperscript{89} Id. at 3-4 (citing section 735(c)(5) of the Act).
\textsuperscript{90} Id. at 4, 6-7 (citing \textit{Fine Denier Polyester Staple Fiber from the Republic of South Korea: Preliminary Affirmative Determination of Sales at Less Than Fair Value, Preliminary Affirmative Determination, Postponement of Final Determination, and Extension of Provisional Measures}, 83 FR 660 (January 5, 2018) (Preliminary Determination), wherein the Department calculated the “all others” rate by computing a simple average of TCK’s \textit{de minimis} dumping margin and Huvis’ and Down Nara’s corresponding AFA dumping margins). \textit{See also} section 776 of the Act, wherein the petitioners note that the statute envisions that “individually investigated exporters or producers include those that receive total AFA under the Act.
for TCK and the AFA dumping margins assigned to Huvis and Down Nara.91
- Commerce must include AFA companies in calculating the “all others” rate. To do otherwise would induce mandatory respondents to not participate in a proceeding in favor of “much smaller exporters or those producers more likely to receive zero or de minimis margins.” 92 This “gerrymandering” would subvert the statutory presumption that the largest exporters are selected and used in the “all others” rate because their dumping margins are most representative of the dumping margins of “all other” exporters.93
- The court cases to which Solianus cites are not applicable to the current investigation and thus do not undermine Commerce’s preliminary determination.94
- Commerce should reject the arguments made by Solianus, and continue to apply the statute to determine the “all others” rate in the final determination.

**Commerce’s Position:**
We disagree with both the legal and factual basis of Solianus’ argument. Solianus claimed that it is “unreasonable and contrary to the law” to include AFA in calculating the “all-others” rate when the only individually investigated respondent received a de minimis rate and non-selected exporters did not fail to cooperate.” 95 While TCK preliminarily received a de minimis rate, TCK was not the “only” company that was “individually examined” in this investigation. In addition to TCK, Commerce selected both Huvis and Down Nara for individual examination.96 However, both of these companies failed to cooperate and were assigned a dumping margin equal to the highest dumping rate in the petition.

We disagree with the argument that it is contrary to law to include such a rate in calculating the “all-others” rate. While section 735(c)(5)(A) of the Act states that the estimated all-others rate shall be calculated by excluding any zero and de minimis margins, and any margins determined entirely under section 776 (facts available), section 735(c)(5)(B) of the Act provides that:

> If the estimated weighted average dumping margins established for all exporters and producers individually investigated are zero or de minimis margins, or are determined entirely under section 776, the administering authority may use any reasonable method to establish the estimated all-others rate for exporters and producers not individually investigated, including averaging the estimated weighted average dumping margins determined for the exporters and producers individually investigated.

The SAA includes the following:

---
91 See Petitioners’ Rebuttal Brief on Solianus; see also Preliminary Determination.
92 Id. at 9 (also citing Low Melt Polyester Staple Fiber from the Republic of Korea: Preliminary Determination of Sales at Less Than Fair Value, Preliminary Affirmative Critical Circumstances, in Part, and Postponement of Final Determination, and Extension of Provisional Measures, 83 FR 4906 (February 2, 2018)).
93 See Petitioners’ Rebuttal Brief on Solianus at 8.
94 Id. at 10-11 (citing Changzhou Hawd, Albemarle, and Bestpak).
95 See Solianus’ Case Brief at 2.
96 See Respondent Selection Memorandum.
Section 219(b) of the bill adds new section 735(c)(5)(B) which provides an exception to the general rule if the dumping margins for all the exporters and producers that are individually investigated are determined entirely on the basis of the facts available or are zero or de minimis. In such situations, Commerce may use any reasonable method to calculate the all others rate. The expected method in such cases will be to weight-average the zero and de minimis margins and margins determined pursuant to the facts available, provided that volume data is available. However, if this method is not feasible, or if it results in an average that would not be reasonably reflective of potential dumping margins for non-investigated exporters or producers, Commerce may use other reasonable methods.\(^97\)

Echoing the above provisions, the CIT has held the following:

… both “{Section} 1673d(c)(5)(B) and the SAA explicitly allow Commerce to factor both de minimis and AFA rates {of individually investigated exporters and producers} into the calculation methodology.” Accordingly, as a method “derived from the relevant statutory language,” it is not per se unreasonable for Commerce to use a simple average of de minimis and AFA rates to calculate the separate rate antidumping duty margin.\(^98\)

Because all the dumping margins for the individually examined respondents in this investigation are either de minimis or based on AFA, it is legally permissible to calculate the “all others” rate by averaging these de minimis and AFA dumping margins. The SAA and the CAFC have labeled this approach as the “expected method” for determining the all-others rate.

Nevertheless, the SAA does note that if the expected method “is not feasible, or if it results in an average that would not be reasonably reflective of potential dumping margins for non-investigated exporters or producers, Commerce may use other reasonable methods.”\(^99\) A general assumption is that data from the largest volume exporters can be viewed as representative of all exporters.\(^100\) Thus, Commerce will examine the largest volume exporters in its proceedings.

---

\(^97\) See the SAA at 873; see also Certain Small Diameter Carbon and Alloy Seamless Standard, Line, and Pressure Pipe (Under 4 ½ Inches) from Japan: Preliminary Results of Antidumping Duty Administrative Review and Preliminary Determination of No Shipments; 2014-2015, 81 FR 45124 (July 12, 2016) and accompanying PDM at 7-8, unchanged in Certain Small Diameter Carbon and Alloy Seamless Standard, Line, and Pressure Pipe (Under 41/2 Inches) from Japan: Final Results of Antidumping Duty Administrative Review and Final Determination of No Shipments; 2014-2015, 81 FR 80640 (November 16, 2016).

\(^98\) See Baroque Timber, 971 F. Supp. 2d at 1341 (internal citations omitted). Although this cite references separate rates, the principle also applies to the all-others rate.


\(^100\) See Albemarle Corp. & Subsidiaries v. United States, 821 F.3d 1345 (Fed. Cir. 2016) (Albemarle).
under the assumption that the largest volume exporters are representative of the rest of the market.

In this case, Down Nara and Huvis were the two largest volume exporters during the POI, although they were not responsive to our requests for information. In such cases, the experience of non-responsive respondents is generally based upon the highest dumping margins in the petition. Consequently, the “all-others” rate was calculated by averaging the rates given to the companies we examined: the de minimis rate calculated for TCK and the AFA dumping margins assigned to the rest of the companies selected for individual examination. There is no basis for considering the “all others” rate unreasonable by solely comparing it to the de minimis dumping margin of one individually examined respondent when one must consider the experience of all the individually examined respondents in order to judge the reasonableness of the “all others” rate. Additionally, there is no information on the record that supports Solianus’ claim that it is like TCK but unlike Down Nara and Huvis and, contrary to Solianus’s claims, the CAFC has not found that Commerce has the burden of proof to establish that companies not individually investigated are unlike those individually investigated.

Solianus relies on certain CAFC opinions to support its position – specifically, Changzhou Hawd and Albemarle. In Changzhou Hawd, the CAFC rejected Commerce’s decision to calculate a separate rate by averaging the de minimis margins for three mandatory respondents with the China-wide rate because the China-wide rate was not a rate for an “individually examined” exporter. Changzhou Hawd is not applicable in this case because here Commerce has based the “all-others” rate on the dumping margins of the individually examined mandatory respondents, TCK, Huvis, and Down Nara. In Albemarle, the CAFC determined that Commerce did not provide sufficient evidence for why it assigned dumping margins from prior segments of the proceeding to the separate rate respondents, noting that Commerce could have applied the current period de minimis rates of individually examined respondents to the separate rate respondents. However, in this investigation, Commerce has not based the “all-others” rate on rates from a previous segment of the proceeding (there are no previous segments); rather Commerce has based the “all others” rate on the simple average of the dumping margins of the individually examined respondents. Accordingly, our determination in this case is fully consistent with the CAFC’s holding in Albemarle.

Based on the foregoing, we have denied Solianus’ claim that it, and all other Korean exporters, should receive TCK’s final de minimis dumping margin and be excluded from any order issued in this proceeding. We have continued to calculate the “all others” rate by computing a simple average of the de minimis dumping margin calculated for TCK, and the two AFA dumping margins assigned to Huvis and Down Nara, as was done in the Preliminary Determination.

---

101 See Solianus’ Case Brief at 7-9.
102 See Changzhou Hawd Flooring Co. v. United States, 848 F.3d 1006 (Fed. Cir. 2017) (Changzhou Hawd).
103 See Petitioners’ Rebuttal Brief on Solianus at 10 (citing Changzhou Hawd).
104 See Albemarle.
105 See Petitioners’ Case Brief at 10 (citing Changzhou Hawd).
Comment 4: Whether the Totality of Circumstances Warrants Application of Total or Partial AFA

The Petitioners’ Comments

- The petitioners argue that the totality of the circumstances discussed below and in the petitioners’ Sections A-D comments warrant resorting to total AFA for the final determination. The petitioners add that TCK’s actions warrant Commerce rejecting the company’s reported sales and cost information.
- The petitioners allege that TCK has failed to provide Commerce with a complete and accurate response by reporting cost and production data that is incongruent with its sales reporting; manipulating and omitting other reporting to its benefit and without explanation; requiring numerous supplemental questionnaires; and, findings at verification that TCK’s response remained incomplete and misreported.
- The petitioners argue that, as a result of TCK’s actions, Commerce has been denied the opportunity to develop and analyze a complete record in this investigation.
- The petitioners note that the statute permits Commerce to use facts otherwise available if any one of the statute’s criteria is met.
- The petitioners also note that, as the Federal Circuit has made clear: The focus of subsection (a) is respondent’s failure to provide information. The mere failure of a respondent to furnish requested information - for any reason - requires Commerce to resort to other sources of information to complete the factual record on which it makes its determination.
- The petitioners allege that, as evidenced from the discussion below, the record is missing accurate information on TCK’s raw material costs and unit costs; the data cannot be used to calculate an accurate dumping margin; TCK failed to provide requested data and documents in the form, manner and within the time required; TCK provided substantially new factual information at verification under the guise of “minor corrections;” and, the data used to calculate its margin in the Preliminary Determination was unreliable.
- The petitioners argue that TCK’s supplemental cost questionnaire responses were submitted as late in the proceeding as November 16, 2017 and remained deficient, as found at verification. As such, Commerce should find that TCK has exhausted its opportunities to remedy its response before verification and reject each reporting item which was found to remain deficient at verification, applying total AFA to each such item.
- The petitioners note that Commerce is required to consider the submitted information only if it was (l) submitted by the established deadlines, (2) “can be verified,” (3) “is not so incomplete that it cannot” be used, (4) “can be used without undue difficulties,” and (5) “if the interested party has demonstrated that it acted to the best of its ability” in

106 See Petitioners’ Cost Case Brief at 27.
107 Id.
108 Id.
109 Id. at 28 (citing to Section 776(a) of the Act).
110 Id. (citing to Nippon Steel Corp. v. United States, 337 F.3d 1373, 1381 (Fed. Cir. 2003) (Nippon Steel)).
111 Id. at 28.
112 Id. at 28-29 (citing to Section 776(d) of the Act).
submitting information as requested by Commerce.\textsuperscript{113}

- The petitioners argue that a pattern of behavior that causes Commerce to have to seek information the respondent obviously should have supplied with its initial response is uncooperative behavior that is grounds for the application of AFA.\textsuperscript{114}
- The petitioners also argue that TCK’s failure to act to the best of its ability to provide complete and accurate information in the form and manner requested is also grounds for the application of an adverse inference.\textsuperscript{115}
- The petitioners conclude that the standard for application of facts available is met and Commerce should apply, as total AFA, the higher of the highest rate in the petition or the highest single rate calculated for any party in the investigation.\textsuperscript{116} If Commerce decides to use the available information on the record to calculate a margin for TCK, it should at least apply the partial facts available with an adverse inference for the issues identified below.\textsuperscript{117} For the new instances of misreporting discovered at the cost verification and detailed below, Commerce should apply as partial AFA the most adverse facts available plug based on information available on the record.\textsuperscript{118}

\textit{TCK’s Comments}

- TCK argues that the petitioners’ proposed application of total AFA, or even partial AFA, is misguided and disregards the verified record, Commerce’s practice, and settled law.\textsuperscript{119}
- TCK asserts that, as discussed below, none of the factors in the statute apply because as TCK provided Commerce with all requested information; Commerce fully verified TCK’s data; and, there is nothing missing from the record or nothing that went unverified.\textsuperscript{120}
- TCK alleges that the petitioners’ complaints are based on speculation and broad generalizations as to what the petitioners think TCK’s costs should be.\textsuperscript{121}
- TCK notes that the statute’s legislative history clarifies that Commerce may resort to facts available to fill gaps in the record, not to replace the record in a punitive manner contrary to a cooperative respondent’s commercial reality.\textsuperscript{122}
- TCK asserts that the record confirms that it did act to the best of its ability from the

\begin{flushright}
\textsuperscript{113} See Petitioners’ Cost Case Brief at 29 (citing to Section 782(e) of the Act; \textit{Tung Mung Dev. Co. v. United States}, 25 CIT 752,789 (2001) (stating that “the terms of § 1677m(d)... are not triggered unless the respondent has met all of the five enumerated criteria,” of Section 782(e) of the Act); \textit{Paperfabrik August Koehler S.E. v. United States}, 7 F. Supp. 3d 1304, 1314 (Ct. Intl. Trade 2014) (stating that “because the respondent did not satisfy all five conditions in § 1677m(e), the Department was not obligated to accept the information and the remedial provisions of § 1677m(d) were not triggered”).


\textsuperscript{115} See Petitioners’ Cost Case Brief at 30 (citing to Section 776(b) of the Act; and \textit{Nippon Steel}, 337 F.3d at 1382).

\textsuperscript{116} Id. at 30.

\textsuperscript{117} Id. at 31.

\textsuperscript{118} Id.

\textsuperscript{119} See TCK’s Cost Rebuttal Brief at 3.

\textsuperscript{120} Id. at 3 (citing to Section 776(a) of the Act).

\textsuperscript{121} Id. at 3.

questionnaire response stage through Commerce’s verifications. TCK also asserts that Commerce thoroughly reviewed and accepted TCK’s minor corrections and fully verified TCK’s questionnaire responses without any issue.

- TCK alleges that the only purported issues the petitioners identify are based on incorrect assumptions, a careless reading of the official record, or speculation. TCK concludes that the petitioners’ call for total or partial AFA is wholly meritless.

**Commerce’s Position:**
Commerce is required to consider a party’s submitted information only if: 1) the information is submitted by the established deadline; 2) the information can be verified; 3) the information is not so incomplete that it cannot serve as a reliable basis for reaching the applicable determination; 4) the interested party demonstrated that it acted to the best of its ability; and, 5) the information can be used without undue difficulties. We believe that TCK met these requirements. For instance, the initial questionnaire response and the supplemental response of TCK were submitted by the established deadlines. The question of meeting the established deadlines therefore only pertains to the minor corrections presented to Commerce verifiers on the first day of verification. As the Cost Verification Report states, the items in question were accepted by the Commerce verifiers as being minor. As the Cost Verification Agenda states, “Minor errors are minor mistakes in addition, subtraction, or other arithmetic function, minor data entry mistakes, clerical errors resulting from inaccurate copying, duplication, or the like, and minor classification errors. Minor errors do not include items such as methodology changes.”

The first minor correction presented by TCK related to the worksheet showing TCK’s purchases of monoethylene glycol (EG) from its affiliated trading company. Specifically, TCK explained that in reporting its monthly purchases of EG on the arm’s-length comparison worksheet, certain billing adjustments which occurred in subsequent months were inadvertently excluded. This minor correction did not affect the reported raw material costs, but related only to the reporting of affiliated and unaffiliated purchases in the arm’s-length comparison worksheet used to perform the transactions disregarded analysis. Accordingly, Commerce considers this to be a minor correction, and not substantial factual new information under the

---

123 See TCK’s Cost Rebuttal Brief at 4 (citing to Nippon Steel, 337 F.3d at 1382 and Shantou Red Garden Foodstuff Co., Ltd. v. United States, 815 F. Supp. 2d 1311, 1319 (Ct. Int’l Trade 2012)).
124 See TCK’s Cost Rebuttal Brief at 4.
125 Id. at 4.
126 Id.
127 See Section 782(e) of the Act.
128 See Section D questionnaire response dated September 22, 2017 (Section D) and Supplemental Section D questionnaire response dated November 16, 2017 (Supplemental D).
130 See the verification steps presented to Toray in a letter from Commerce dated January 23, 2018 (Cost Verification Agenda) at 3.
132 Id. and Fine Denier Polyester Staple Fiber from the Republic of Korea: Toray Chemical Korea Cost Verification Exhibits dated February 16, 2018, at Cost Verification Exhibit (CVE) 1.
guise of a “minor correction” as alleged by the petitioners. See Comments 5 and 11 for further discussion of this issue.

The second minor correction presented by TCK related to TCK’s affiliated trading company’s selling, general and administrative (SG&A) expense rate.\(^{133}\) Toray International’s total cost for EG includes the price Toray International paid to unaffiliated suppliers plus an amount for Toray International’s SG&A expense to account for the input procurement services. TCK explained that in calculating Toray International’s SG&A ratio, TCK erroneously treated non-operating income as an expense.\(^{134}\) This minor correction did not affect the reported raw material costs, but related only to the affiliated trading company’s total cost used for purposes of the transactions disregarded analysis. Accordingly, Commerce considers this to be a minor correction. See Comments 7 and 11 for further discussion of this issue.

The third item included with the minor corrections presented by TCK was a clarification related to TCK’s reported packing expenses.\(^{135}\) In the Preliminary Determination, Commerce increased TCK’s reported per-unit total cost of manufacture (TOTCOM) to account for an unreconciled difference.\(^{136}\) TCK explained that this unreconciled difference represents packing labor and overhead costs that were reclassified pursuant to Commerce’s instructions.\(^{137}\) Although TCK incorporated these reclassifications in the cost database submitted with the Supplemental D, TCK did not submit a revised overall cost reconciliation showing the reclassified labor and overhead cost amounts as a deduction to the POI COM. We note that this clarification did not affect the reported costs, but related only to a revision to the overall cost reconciliation. Accordingly, Commerce considers this to be a minor correction. See Comment 12 for further discussion of this issue.

The CIT has previously upheld Commerce’s discretion to accept or reject minor corrections at verification.\(^{138}\) Commerce’s practice is to not accept minor corrections if they are more than minor, represented new factual information, or were a new reporting methodology. The Cost Verification Report does not characterize these minor corrections as being any of these situations. Moreover, the petitioners’ allegations that costs were under reported and that TCK’s systems are inherently unreliable are not supported by record evidence, and do not establish that the corrections actually represented either new factual information, or a new reporting methodology. As discussed above, the first minor correction did not change the reported costs, did not bring into question the accuracy of the reported control number (CONNUM) specific costs, but rather addressed a minor error on the arm’s-length worksheet used to test certain transactions. The reported CONNUM-specific costs were not changed by the minor corrections, were verified, and were tied to the normal books and records of TCK. While there were certain findings listed within the Cost Verification Report, see Comments 7 and 11, they do not represent a “totality of the circumstances” that warrants application of total AFA. TCK’s

\(^{133}\) See Cost Verification Report at 2-3.

\(^{134}\) Id at 2-3 and CVE 1.

\(^{135}\) Id at 3.

\(^{136}\) See Memorandum to Neal M. Halper from Alma (Angie) Sepúlveda, Cost of Production and Constructed Value Calculation Adjustments for the Preliminary Determination – Toray Chemical Korea, Inc., dated December 18, 2017 (Preliminary Calculation Memorandum) at Adjustment 2.

\(^{137}\) See Cost Verification Report at 3 and CVE 1.

questionnaire response and supplemental response were substantially complete and as noted were filed within established deadlines. While not drawing conclusions, Commerce’s Cost Verification Report establishes that the verifiers were able to tie the reported information back to TCK’s books and records. Therefore, we disagree with the petitioners that total AFA is warranted in this instance.

**Comment 5: Whether Commerce Should Adjust the Purchases of EG for Physical Inventory Adjustments and Certain Ancillary Costs**

**Background**

The petitioners present two separate issues related to the first minor correction presented at the cost verification. In the discussion that follows, we have identified these issues as “Physical Inventory Adjustment” (which addresses the business proprietary (BPI) item and associated costs discussed by the petitioners under Issue I) and “Ancillary Costs” (which addresses the ancillary costs discussed by the petitioners under Issue I and the BPI charges discussed by the petitioners under Issue V). Because much of the information relating to these issues is business proprietary in nature, please refer to the petitioners’ and TCK’s case and rebuttal briefs.

Throughout the presentation of the petitioners’ arguments, they frequently reference the text included in the supporting documentation of the first minor correction. The petitioners present two arguments alleging that TCK manipulated its reporting methodology. Therefore, the petitioners assert that Commerce must assume that the unreported loss and underreported costs discussed below impact all inputs.

**The Petitioners’ Comments**

A. Physical Inventory Adjustments

- The petitioners assert that the minor correction exhibits, including the “additional details on the relevant ancillary costs that were finalized,” reveal that TCK has failed to report a significant percentage of its purchase volumes and costs for EG. The petitioners allege that TCK failed to report the changes in volume and the associated costs in its questionnaire responses.

- The petitioners argue that TCK’s disclosure at verification warrants the use of total AFA in the final determination.

- The petitioners allege that TCK appears to have reported “expected costs” rather than actual costs, and “initially recorded volumes” rather than final actual volumes.

---

139 *See* Petitioners’ Cost Case Brief at 3-8 (Issue I – TCK Has Failed to Report and Reconcile a Portion of its Costs for Monoethylene Glycol) and at 22-23 (Issue V – Unreported BPI Charges).
140 *Id* at 3-8 (Issue I) and at 22-23 (Issue V).
141 *Id* at 3-5 (citing to Fine Denier Polyester Staple Fiber from the Republic of Korea: Toray Chemical Korea Cost Verification Minor Corrections (February 5, 2018) (Cost Verification Minor Corrections) and CVE 1).
142 *See* Petitioners’ Cost Case Brief at 6.
143 *Id*.
144 *Id* at 4-5 (citing to Cost Verification Minor Corrections and CVE 1).
145 *See* Petitioners’ Cost Case Brief at 4 and 5 (citing to Cost Verification Minor Corrections and CVE 1).
146 *Id* at 5.
147 *Id*. 
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The petitioners argue that while TCK claims it reported corrected costs in Attachment A, TCK corrects EG for only the one month discussed, yet the change in volume occurs throughout the POI.  

The petitioners assert that TCK’s revelation of one of these costs, and its methodology in recording or not recording these costs, is substantial new factual information presented at verification under the guise of minor corrections. In addition, TCK’s description of its misreporting is confusing and incomplete. The petitioners note that Commerce has a longstanding practice of denying methodological changes to reporting at verification and applying AFA to those areas of proposed change. 

The petitioners allege that TCK failed to quantify and fully explain these costs, but waited until a point when the record is closed and Commerce can no longer ask questions about this major discrepancy. 

The petitioners argue that TCK’s failure to report these additional costs may have contributed to TCK’s de minimis margin in the Preliminary Determination. 

The petitioners believe that because TCK failed to provide any supporting documentation for these cost issues, Commerce is left with an incomplete, irreconcilable, and unverified record of costs related to the primary inputs. The fact that these costs occur, and using TCK’s example “SAP® only records 90 percent of the actual cost upon receipt of the materials into inventory,” TCK has failed to report some amount of costs and some quantity of raw materials to Commerce. 

The petitioners conclude that since TCK has not reported these costs, Commerce must apply total AFA for the final determination. Such egregious misreporting and attempts to conceal this information warrant the application of total AFA. However, if Commerce decides that total AFA is not warranted, as partial AFA Commerce should increase the total quantity and value of the EG input.

B. Ancillary Costs

The petitioners argue that TCK’s claims that the ancillary costs are finalized later also warrants the application of AFA because this methodology was not reported to Commerce as a cost recording methodology employed during the POI. Commerce cannot rely upon TCK’s reporting for these costs as TCK itself is not able to resolve them and apply them to the appropriate purchase. 

The petitioners add that TCK does not have a consistent and reliable methodology for...
recording its ancillary costs.\textsuperscript{161}

- The petitioners argue that TCK’s explanation of its methodology for accounting for these ancillary costs is entirely inadequate.\textsuperscript{162}

- The petitioners allege that even if these ancillary costs had been reported, it seems they have been misreported and allocated without any consistency.\textsuperscript{163} Therefore, TCK’s reporting for the last three months of the POI may be missing these costs and the first few months of reporting would have additional costs that do not apply to the POI.\textsuperscript{164}

- Further, the petitioners allege that two BPI expenses related to the change in volume also went unreported and do not appear in TCK’s alleged corrections.\textsuperscript{165}

- The petitioners believe that TCK’s verification revelation of unreported ancillary costs underscores the unreliability of the cost reporting methodology it selected.\textsuperscript{166}

- The petitioners argue that, in disclosing its minor correction related to affiliated purchases, TCK revealed several additional discrepancies in the supporting documentation provided.\textsuperscript{167}

- The petitioners assert that TCK admitted it has not reported other BPI charges and fees for purchases of input materials in January 2017, in addition to the other ancillary costs.\textsuperscript{168}

- The petitioners argue that this discrepancy further calls into question TCK’s reporting for its BPI charges and fees associated with raw material input purchases.\textsuperscript{169}

- The petitioners argue that TCK’s failure to report the cost recording methodology of its raw material purchases alone is grounds for the application of AFA.\textsuperscript{170}

- The petitioners conclude that Commerce does not have the ability to clarify or resolve these significant cost discrepancies and must apply total AFA to TCK’s costs of raw material inputs as TCK’s corresponding reporting is unreliable.\textsuperscript{171} However, if Commerce decides that total AFA is not warranted, as partial AFA Commerce should apply the highest recorded charge for the BPI charges and fees on all purchases of raw material for January 2017.\textsuperscript{172}

**TCK’s Comments**

- TCK argues that the petitioners’ depiction of TCK’s reporting demonstrates their misunderstanding of TCK’s record keeping system and the nature of the minor correction that TCK presented and Commerce accepted at verification.\textsuperscript{173}

- TCK also argues that the petitioners’ allegation that TCK provided substantial new

\textsuperscript{161} Id. at 23 (citing to Cost Verification Minor Corrections and CVE 1).

\textsuperscript{162} See Petitioners’ Cost Case Brief at 6.

\textsuperscript{163} Id. at 6-7.

\textsuperscript{164} Id. at 23.

\textsuperscript{165} Id. at 7 (citing to Cost Verification Minor Corrections and CVE 1).

\textsuperscript{166} Id. at 7.

\textsuperscript{167} See Petitioners’ Cost Case Brief at 22 (citing to Cost Verification Minor Corrections and CVE 1).

\textsuperscript{168} Id. at 22.
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\textsuperscript{170} Id.

\textsuperscript{171} See Petitioners’ Cost Case Brief at 23.

\textsuperscript{172} See Petitioners’ Cost Case Brief at 22-23.

\textsuperscript{173} See TCK’s Cost Rebuttal Brief at 5.
factual information in connection with its minor corrections, and attempted to introduce methodological changes is false.\textsuperscript{174} As is the allegation that TCK reported “expected costs” rather than actual costs and “initially recorded volumes” rather than final actual volumes.\textsuperscript{175}

- TCK contends that, contrary to the petitioners’ charge, there is no methodological flaw in TCK’s reporting or how TCK’s SAP® system records material costs, nor did TCK attempt to change its reporting through its minor correction presentation.\textsuperscript{176}

- TCK explains that methodology goes to how TCK combined the costs recorded in its system to derive CONNUM weighted-average costs, or identified costs as variable versus fixed. Rather, what is at issue here is simply the mechanism by which SAP® records materials costs, in particular, ancillary (and insignificant) costs that are not finalized immediately.\textsuperscript{177}

- TCK asserts that an examination of the Cost Verification Report and the accompanying exhibits makes clear that the SAP® system and, TCK’s reported material costs, fully account for all ancillary costs associated with acquiring input materials, including any adjustments required to account for the change in volume.\textsuperscript{178}

- TCK adds that ancillary costs represent only a small fraction of the total acquisition costs and the vast majority of these costs are recognized in the same month or the month following delivery.\textsuperscript{179}

- TCK notes that, for example, CVE 13 provides multiple examples showing how the SAP® system records the initial amounts received, initial estimates for freight expenses, adjusting entries that reverse the initial estimated freight expenses and enters the actual amounts, and adjustments to account for the change in volume. Further, these materials demonstrate that the purchase amounts flow into and directly reconcile to the reported costs of materials.\textsuperscript{180}

- TCK contends that there is no basis to the petitioners’ assertion that three months of materials costs may be missing ancillary costs altogether.\textsuperscript{181}

- TCK argues that the petitioners overstate the nature of the minor correction.\textsuperscript{182}

- TCK asserts that all applicable costs were captured in TCK’s cost reporting, but with respect to identifying the purchases for the limited purpose of the affiliated party inputs chart, TCK overlooked a small amount of ancillary costs that had been identified due to this potential time lag.\textsuperscript{183}

- TCK argues that the net effect of the error is not that TCK’s overall costs changed, or needed revision, but only pertained to the minor adjustments in the relative percentages

\textsuperscript{174} Id at 5 (footnote 10).
\textsuperscript{175} Id.
\textsuperscript{176} See TCK’s Cost Rebuttal Brief at 6.
\textsuperscript{177} Id.
\textsuperscript{178} See TCK’s Cost Rebuttal Brief at 7 and at 23.
\textsuperscript{179} Id at 23.
\textsuperscript{180} Id at 7.
\textsuperscript{181} Id at 23.
\textsuperscript{182} See TCK’s Cost Rebuttal Brief at 7.
\textsuperscript{183} Id and at 23.
of inputs sourced from affiliated parties and the comparison charts in the minor correction exhibit confirm this fact.\textsuperscript{184}

- TCK argues that this was truly a minor correction and the issue did not relate to the accuracy of the overall costs of input materials reflected in the reported CONNUM costs.\textsuperscript{185}
- TCK concludes that Commerce should disregard the petitioners’ claim, because TCK’s reported costs fully account for all material costs, and the minor correction at issue was truly minor.\textsuperscript{186}

\textbf{Commerce’s Position:}

The petitioners argument for total AFA begins with a minor correction TCK presented, per the first step in Commerce’s verification agenda, which explained that in reporting its affiliated purchases of EG, on the arm’s-length comparison worksheet, certain billing adjustments occurring in subsequent months were inadvertently excluded.\textsuperscript{187} The billing adjustments were excluded because in reporting the monthly affiliated EG purchases on the arm’s-length comparison worksheet TCK relied on purchase data as of January 2017, the last month TCK received EG from Toray International, but the subsequent billing adjustments in question were finalized and recorded to TCK’s normal books and records in February 2017.\textsuperscript{188} The petitioners’ argument however, fails because: 1) the POI weighted average CONNUM-specific per-unit costs were based on the costs from the SAP® system for the full year, which included the billing adjustments, not the individual months, 2) the cost database was reconciled to the normal books and records of TCK, and 3) the material consumption values used to build up the reported CONNUM-specific per-unit costs were tied to an inventory roll-forward that was reconciled to TCK’s accounting records.\textsuperscript{189} Therefore, the petitioners’ argument for total or partial AFA is not supported by TCK’s presentation of this minor correction.

Second, the petitioners’ argument for total AFA relies on their allegation that TCK’s description of how the SAP® system modules record initial purchases, and subsequent physical inventory adjustments, indicates that the SAP® system is inherently unreliable, and that costs reported from it cannot be relied upon. The petitioners assert that because the initial entry only captures part of the purchase, and uses a second entry later to adjust to actual, the system is unreliable. This allegation does not stem from a minor correction, but only from a narrative description by TCK of their SAP® system.\textsuperscript{190} The allegation also ignores the fact that it is common for companies to make initial entries at the date of a transaction based on available information and to adjust the quantities and values at a later point as new information becomes available. All accounting systems, including SAP®, provide the ability to adjust entries. The Commerce verifiers tied the reported costs to TCK’s financial, cost, and production records.\textsuperscript{191} For selected transactions, we tested and confirmed that TCK recorded the original estimated costs and

\textsuperscript{184} Id.
\textsuperscript{185} See TCK’s Cost Rebuttal Brief at 23.
\textsuperscript{186} Id at 7.
\textsuperscript{187} See Cost Verification Agenda at 3 and Cost Verification Report at 2.
\textsuperscript{188} Id at 2 and CVE 1.
\textsuperscript{190} See CVE 1.
\textsuperscript{191} See Cost Verification Report at 2, 13-16 and 18-19.
quantities, the subsequent corrected amounts, and all ancillary costs.\textsuperscript{192} Therefore, the petitioners’ argument for total or partial AFA cannot be supported by the disclosure that TCK’s SAP® system allows for initial amounts to be adjusted to actual.

We also find that the petitioners’ assertion that TCK has failed to report a significant percentage of its purchase volumes and costs for EG to be without merit, as the 90 percent cited by the petitioners is from a hypothetical example only provided to explain the system, not to document actual transactions.\textsuperscript{193} Testing performed during the cost verification, confirmed that the ancillary costs and physical inventory adjustments were captured in TCK’s reported costs.\textsuperscript{194} As noted by TCK, CVE 13 provides multiple examples showing how the SAP® system records the initial amounts received, initial estimates for freight expenses, adjusting entries that reverse the initial estimated freight expenses and enters the actual amounts, and adjustments to account for the change in volume. The reported amount on the worksheet as to the percentage EG represents of COM changed by less than a percent and the transfer price to the affiliated party changed by less than a percent.\textsuperscript{195} Moreover, the reported consumption quantities and value used for cost reporting in the database did not change.\textsuperscript{196} Finally, while the petitioners believe that TCK failed to provide any supporting documentation for EG purchases, the record shows that Commerce tested purchases of EG extensively at verification.\textsuperscript{197}

**Comment 6: Whether Commerce Should Adjust TCK’s Reported Unit Costs of Manufacture for the Subject Fine Denier PSF**

*Background*

The petitioners included various related issues under the discussion of this combined comment.\textsuperscript{198} Specifically, the petitioners begin with a general comparison of TCK’s costs, providing various observations about the data set as a whole, and then focus on various specific aspects of TCK’s reporting to make a case that TCK’s reported unit costs are not reliable.\textsuperscript{199} In the discussion that follows, we have identified the issues as: A) Pattern of Understatement; B) Physical Characteristics; C) SAP® System; D) PET Chips; E) TPA Consumption; and, F) Affiliated PET Chips Purchases. Because much of the information relating to these issues is business proprietary in nature, please refer to the petitioners’ and TCK’s case and rebuttal briefs.

**Comment 6(a): Pattern of Understatement**

*The Petitioners’ Comments*

- The petitioners allege that evidence on the record demonstrates that TCK’s reported unit

\textsuperscript{192} Id. at 13-16, 18-19, CVE 13 and CVE 14.

\textsuperscript{193} Id. at 8-19.

\textsuperscript{194} See CVE 1.

\textsuperscript{195} See Cost Verification Report at 13-16, 18-19, CVE 13 and CVE 14.

\textsuperscript{196} See CVE 1.

\textsuperscript{197} See Cost Verification Report at 2, 13-16, 18-19 and CVE 1.

\textsuperscript{198} Id. at 13-16, 18-19, CVE 13 and CVE 14.

\textsuperscript{199} Id. at 8-19.
TOTCOM for the subject fine denier PSF is not reliable.\textsuperscript{200}

- The petitioners argue that an analysis of TCK’s reported costs reveals a consistent pattern of understating the cost for the subject fine denier PSF sold in the United States (U.S.), which contributed to the \textit{de minimis} margin in the \textit{Preliminary Determination}.\textsuperscript{201}

- The petitioners allege that there is insufficient information on the record for Commerce to make adjustments specific to each of the affected CONNUMs, due to the absence of a meaningful product costing system that relates physical characteristics to particular input materials (\textit{e.g.}, qualified terephthalic acid (QTA), terephthalic acid (TPA), PET chips from TCK’s affiliate Toray Advanced Materials Korea (TAK)).\textsuperscript{202}

- The petitioners conclude that this issue (discussed in more detail in sections that follow) warrants the application of total AFA for the final determination.\textsuperscript{203} However, if Commerce decides that total AFA is not warranted, Commerce must make appropriate adjustments to mitigate the highly distortive impact of the understated costs submitted by TCK.\textsuperscript{204}

- The petitioners believe that Commerce should apply the highest non-aberrational unit TOTCOM to all CONNUMS except those for which TCK reported a higher unit TOTCOM.\textsuperscript{205} Commerce should also adjust TCK’s reported TOTCOMs to account for the underreporting of TPA consumption.\textsuperscript{206}

\textit{TCK’s Comments}

- TCK explains that the petitioners begin with a general analysis, providing various observations about the data set as a whole, and then focus on various specific aspects of TCK’s reporting in an effort to challenge TCK’s reported unit costs. However, the petitioners’ analysis fails on all levels.\textsuperscript{207}

- TCK notes that the petitioners have had access to TCK’s reported cost data since September of last year, some six months.\textsuperscript{208}

- TCK also notes that while the petitioners submitted extensive comments on TCK’s Section B and C Responses, the petitioners prior to their case briefs had nothing to say about any aspect of TCK’s cost reporting.\textsuperscript{209}

- TCK asserts that the petitioners’ sole analysis with respect to TCK’s cost reporting to date simply attempted to advance their claim that TCK’s sales were made pursuant to long-term contracts.\textsuperscript{210}

- TCK contends that if the petitioners had such grave concerns that the data revealed trends that were “physically impossible,” the petitioners would have raised such concerns long

\textsuperscript{200} See Petitioners’ Cost Case Brief at 8.
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\textsuperscript{208} Id. at 8.
\textsuperscript{209} See TCK’s Cost Rebuttal Brief at 8-9 (citing to Letters from Petitioners “Comments on Section B” (October 4, 2017) and “Comments on Section C” (October 5, 2017)).
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ago.\textsuperscript{211}  
- TCK argues there is no basis to adjust its reported costs for the various deficiencies alleged by the petitioners.\textsuperscript{212}  
- TCK also argues there is absolutely no cause for Commerce to apply total AFA.\textsuperscript{213}  
- TCK maintains that it cooperated to the best of its ability from the questionnaire response stage through Commerce’s verifications.\textsuperscript{214}  
- TCK notes that Commerce thoroughly reviewed and fully verified TCK’s reported costs without any issue.\textsuperscript{215}  
- TCK argues that, as to partial AFA, as discussed at each point below, the petitioners’ arguments are unfounded and unsupported in the record.\textsuperscript{216}  
- TCK adds that the petitioners’ arguments are based on a fundamental misrepresentation of TCK’s reporting methodology and reported costs.\textsuperscript{217}  
- TCK concludes that Commerce must reject the petitioners’ request for total or partial AFA.\textsuperscript{218}

\textbf{Commerce’s Position:}  
We disagree with the petitioners that there is a pattern of understatement of TCK’s reported costs. The petitioners ranked the CONNUMs from the cost file and alleged their analysis showed that the CONNUMs sold in the U.S. ranked at the low end of the CONNUM spectrum. We agree with TCK that contrary to what the petitioners allege, the ranking of the five U.S. CONNUMs’ costs is roughly in the middle of the range, and not predominantly at the “lower end.”\textsuperscript{219}  
Further, we agree with TCK that a simple ranking does not take into account all other factors (e.g., the physical characteristics of the products).

The petitioners’ argument is based on various related issues which they claim demonstrate that TCK’s reported unit costs consistently understate the cost for the subject fine denier PSF sold in the U.S. and are thus unreliable. We found no evidence, however, during the cost verification or on the record of this investigation, to support the petitioners’ allegations that TCK’s reported unit costs consistently understate the cost for the subject fine denier PSF sold in the U.S. and are thus not reliable. Therefore, we have concluded that total or partial AFA is not warranted in this instance.

\textbf{Comment 6(b): Physical Characteristics}  

\textit{The Petitioners’ Comments}  
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The petitioners allege that CONNUMs with a significant amount of U.S. sales had lower per unit TOTCOMs than those with very few or no U.S. sales, despite the physical characteristics. The petitioners compare the TOTCOMs of four sets of CONNUMs with similar characteristics to support this allegation.

The petitioners compare a set of CONNUMs with a difference in TOTCOM, but only differ in color. The petitioners assert that black fibers are more expensive than colored fibers, and both black and colored fibers are generally more expensive, and able to command a price premium, over white fibers. The petitioners add that Gildan Yarns, an importer, argued at the International Trade Commission (ITC) that black fine denier fiber should be a separate like product because it was “approximately 30 percent more expensive than other fine denier PSF” due to the black pigment.

The petitioners compare another set of CONNUMs with a difference in TOTCOM, but only differ in denier range. The petitioners assert that there is virtually no cost difference for products with differing deniers (or thicknesses).

The petitioners also compare a set of CONNUMs with a difference in TOTCOM, but only differ in fiber loft and cross section and another set that only differs in finish type.

The petitioners also sorted the CONNUM-specific TOTCOMs TCK reported for the fine denier PSF and allege that the CONNUMs that included U.S. sales were all located at the low end of the total CONNUM spectrum.

The petitioners allege that the dramatic differences in reported unit costs are a result of TCK’s deliberate cost reporting system.

The petitioners conclude that this issue, in conjunction with the issues discussed at Comment 5 above, warrant the application of total AFA for the final determination. If Commerce decides that total AFA is not warranted, as partial AFA Commerce should adjust TCK’s distortive TOTCOM amounts to offset the company’s understated unit costs for U.S. sales.

TCK’s Comments

See Petitioners’ Cost Case Brief at 8. We assumed this is what the petitioners intended to say with “Specifically, the unit TOTCOM for CONNUMs within which TCK had a significant amount of U.S. sales that invariably lower the unit TOTCOM for CONNUMs within which TCK had very few or no U.S. sales, despite that the differences in physical characteristics.”

See Petitioners’ Cost Case Brief at 8-10.

Id at 9.

Id at 9 (citing to Petitioners’ Product Matching Comments (July 14, 2017) at 5).


Id at 9.

See Petitioners’ Cost Case Brief at 10.

Id at 8.

Id at 9.

Id at 10 and Attachment 2.

See Petitioners’ Cost Case Brief at 11.
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Id.
• TCK argues that the petitioners point to no record evidence to support their claim that the unit cost comparisons it has identified are “unexpected” or evidence of distortions in the reported costs.233
• TCK alleges that the petitioners merely point to unsupported generalized claims with respect to one comparison, and provide no support at all for the remaining comparisons.234
• TCK notes that the difference in color product comparison, the petitioners simply point to a statement by an importer urging the ITC to treat black products as a separate like product in the companion ITC Preliminary Injury Investigation, but does not provide data, studies, or anything that would show how this claim is supported by facts.235
• TCK argues that this lone statement made by an importer, not a manufacturer, concerning prices in a separate proceeding cannot override the verified record concerning TCK’s costs.236 TCK notes that unsupported statements made by third parties in advocating a particular outcome, in a completely different proceeding, at a completely different agency, cannot stand as substantial evidence to support the petitioners’ claim.237
• TCK contends that the petitioners disregard that, since November 2017, the record has contained a detailed workup explaining the cost differences for the two CONNUMs that differed only in the color characteristic.238
• TCK notes that in their comments on the difference in fiber loft and cross section product comparison, the petitioners again cite no support for their position.239
• TCK notes that in their comments on the difference in denier product comparison, the petitioners contradict their own prior statement in their model match comments that “denier measurement plays an important role in the price and cost of the product.” Therefore, the petitioners’ claim that there are no real cost differences associated with differences in denier is simply disingenuous.240
• TCK argues that the petitioners’ complaint that the U.S. CONNUMs are at the “lower end” of the reported costs or that the TOTCOMs for non-U.S. CONNUMs ranged up to much higher unit costs is equally flawed, because the ranking of the five US CONNUMs’ costs is squarely in the middle of the range, and not predominantly at the “lower end.”241
• TCK notes that the petitioners’ simply rank unit costs without taking into account production quantities, supply factors, all of the physical characteristics of the product, and other factors which impact the cost of production.242
• TCK asserts that the two CONNUMs that have lower TOTCOMs than the lowest U.S. CONNUM cost account for a larger percent of the total production of all CONNUMs in
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the POI, while the CONNUM TOTCOMs that are higher than the highest U.S. CONNUM cost account for only a small portion.243

- TCK also asserts that the CONNUM with the highest TOTCOM accounted for only 0.12 percent of the total production, and this TOTCOM is higher than the next most costly CONNUM. A CONNUM of such small quantity says nothing as to the overall accuracy of TCK’s cost reporting as a whole, which Commerce fully and successfully verified.244 TCK notes that the petitioners also considered the cost of this CONNUM aberrational and not indicative of TCK’s overall costs.245

- TCK contends that simply ranking the unit costs as the petitioners have done does not support the petitioners’ claim that Commerce must reject TCK’s reported costs and apply total AFA.246

- TCK adds that Commerce is familiar with the concept that unit costs are not necessarily in lockstep with the product characteristics. Commerce thoroughly tested and verified the accuracy of TCK’s reported costs, including one of the products included in the comparisons.247

- TCK concludes that Commerce must disregard the petitioners’ baseless claims, because the petitioners simply want Commerce to ignore its extensive verification process and to insert the petitioners’ speculation in place of the verified data.248

Commerce’s Position:
The petitioners allege that CONNUMs with a significant amount of US sales had lower per unit TOTCOMs than those with very few or no U.S. sales, despite the physical characteristics. To support this allegation, the petitioners compare the TOTCOMs of four sets of CONNUMs with similar characteristics.249

For the first comparison, the petitioners assert that black fibers are more expensive than colored fibers, and both black and colored fibers are generally more expensive, and able to command a price premium, over white fibers. However, as noted by TCK, the petitioners do not provide data, studies, or other information that would demonstrate how this claim is supported by facts. In support, the petitioners point only to a statement by an importer urging the ITC to treat black products as a separate like product in the companion ITC Preliminary Injury Investigation. Further, the petitioners do not address the fact that in its Supplemental D, TCK provided details explaining the cost differences for these two CONNUMs.250 For the remaining comparisons, as noted by TCK, the petitioners again cite no support for their conclusions.

As noted, the petitioners also ranked the CONNUM-specific TOTCOMs from the cost file and allege that the CONNUMs that included U.S. sales were all located at the low end of the total CONNUM spectrum. TCK contends that simply ranking the unit costs as the petitioners have
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249 We note that these comparisons were not provided by the petitioners until well after the verification.
250 See Supplemental D at Exhibit SD-35.
done does not support the petitioners’ claim that Commerce must reject TCK’s reported costs and apply total AFA, we agree. The Cost Verification Report documents that the verifiers obtained and reviewed the cost buildup worksheets for each selected CONNUM, and traced the values and quantities for each element in the calculation of the reported costs to source records from TCK’s financial and cost accounting systems, in some instances including source documents from outside parties.  

We disagree with the petitioners’ allegation that the differences in the reported unit costs are a result of TCK’s manipulation of its “deliberate” cost reporting system. Contrary to the petitioners’ allegation, although there are instances of cost differences unrelated to the physical characteristics within the product costs, they occur because of the source of the input, and not because of TCK’s cost reporting system. See the discussion addressing this issue below.

**Comment 6(c): SAP® System**

*The Petitioners’ Comments*

- The petitioners argue that TCK relied on a meaningless product costing system to calculate the CONNUM-specific costs reported to Commerce. Specifically, except for the first digit, TCK’s product codes are consecutively numbered and do not contain information with respect to the physical characteristics of the product.
- The petitioners allege that TCK’s non-descriptive and meaningless product codes provided TCK the ability to assign CONNUMs and unit TOTCOMs for each CONNUM based on the material master report which TCK can control and manipulate.
- The petitioners argue that TCK uses SAP® as their enterprise reporting program (ERP) system which implies that their ERP system is paperless; generates reports from the cost accounting system as needed; and, calculates actual costs at the end of each month.
- The petitioners allege that TCK’s monthly replacement of the “standard” costs, tracking and allocating production costs using a non-descriptive product coding system, as well as the “paperless” and “as-needed” cost recording system, individually and collectively, contribute to TCK’s ability to distort unit TOTCOM for the CONNUMs under which it reported its US sales.

*TCK’s Comments*

- TCK explains that following Commerce’s standard reporting requirements, TCK grouped all product codes by CONNUM to report the weight-averaged CONNUM costs, which include the costs of all product codes within each CONNUM.
- TCK argues that the fact that TCK’s product codes, as maintained in the company’s
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normal books and records, do not satisfy the petitioners does not change the fact that TCK’s reported CONNUM costs are correct and accurate.259

- TCK notes that beyond the first digit, its product codes are simply consecutively numbered, with no specific meaning associated with any of the following digits.260 However, this does not make TCK’s product codes unusable or prone to manipulation.261

- TCK explains that because the elements of its product code do not provide enough information alone to group products by CONNUM, TCK had to look to further details in its accounting system and production records to identify the physical characteristics of the product codes that comprised each CONNUM.262

- TCK adds that, regardless of what the petitioners claim, there is nothing unusual or nefarious about this, nor could TCK simply assign CONNUMs and report the resulting unit costs however it chose.263

- TCK asserts that Commerce subjected its CONNUM assignment to exacting testing and review not only in the cost verification but also the sales verification.264 Commerce reviewed TCK’s assignment of the relevant product characteristics for every single fine denier product code included in the sample CONNUMs selected for detailed review, and also confirmed that product codes not included in the CONNUM costs were appropriately excluded.265

- TCK notes that Commerce verified its CONNUM build ups and CONNUM reporting without issue and alleges that the petitioners are seeking to create issues where none exist.266

**Commerce’s Position:**

The petitioners alleged that TCK’s monthly replacement of the “standard” costs, tracking and allocating production costs using a non-descriptive product coding system, as well as the “paperless” and “as-needed” cost recording system provided TCK the ability to assign CONNUMs and unit costs for each product based on the “material master” reports which TCK can control and manipulate.267 The petitioners assert that these items individually and collectively, contribute to TCK’s ability to distort unit costs reported for US sales.

First, we found no evidence to support the petitioners’ allegation that TCK methodically manipulated the costs reported to Commerce. While not drawing conclusions, Commerce’s Cost
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267 See Cost Verification Report at 8 (the “material master” report, generated from the SAP® system, defines the specifications of individual products. The report shows the characteristics that differ from the basic standard (i.e., regular, single composition, solid, round, semi-dull, white, non-silicone, 100 percent virgin raw materials). For example, the material master will specify whether a product’s cross section is hollow instead of solid, the shape is penta-lobal instead of round, or the color is other than white.)
Verification Report establishes that the verifiers were able to tie the reported information back to TCK’s books and records. The report documents that the verifiers obtained and reviewed the cost buildup worksheets for each selected CONNUM, and traced the values and quantities for each element in the calculation of the reported costs to source records from TCK’s financial and cost accounting systems, in some instances including source documents from outside parties. The verification report also details how fine denier PSF costs were reconciled, along with merchandise not under consideration, back to the financial statements of the company.

Second, Commerce is directed to calculate costs “based upon the records of the exporter or producer of the merchandise, if such records are kept in accordance with the generally accepted accounting principles of the exporting country... and reasonably reflect the costs associated with the production and sale of the merchandise.” Commerce cannot justify an AFA decision on the mere fact that a respondent uses as its accounting system an integrated electronic ERP such as SAP®.

TCK notes that the non-descriptive nature of its product codes does not render them unusable or prone to manipulation, and we agree. Although TCK’s product codes are simply consecutively numbered after the first digit, the individual products are defined by each product code. As discussed in the Cost Verification Report, to assign its product codes to the CONNUMs, TCK analyzed the product characteristics of each product using the material master report, generated from the SAP® system, which defines the specifications of individual products. The fact that the SAP® system is “paperless” and reports can be created on an “as-needed” basis, is not in itself proof that TCK in fact manipulated the unit TOTCOMs. Commerce verifiers are aware of this potential and, therefore, trace the reported information to the audited financial statements and underlying internal and external supporting documentation.

TCK relied on its normal books and records to assign its product codes to each CONNUM and, as discussed in the Cost Verification Report, we reviewed TCK’s production data and confirmed that the selected products had been appropriately classified or appropriately excluded in TCK’s questionnaire response. Therefore, we have determined that TCK’s methodology for assigning the product codes to the CONNUMs is acceptable and not distortive.

Comment 6(d): PET Chips

The Petitioners’ Comments

- The petitioners argue that TCK improperly began its cost buildup for CONNUM-specific costs using the semi-finished PET chips.
- The petitioners allege that TCK’s derived CONNUM-specific costs for the polymerization stage are not actual costs as recorded in TCK’s normal SAP® system.

268 See Cost Verification Report at 3 and 11-22.
269 See Section 773(f)(1)(A) of the Act.
270 See Cost Verification Report at 5.
271 Id at 11-12.
272 See Petitioners’ Cost Case Brief at 12.
273 Id at 13.
TCK calculated these costs based on the “cost report” for the semi-finished PET chips, which was retrieved on an “as needed” basis when preparing the company’s cost response.\(^{274}\)

- The petitioners state that according to TCK, to derive the materials cost on a CONNUM-specific basis for each of the constituent process elements, TCK has calculated the relevant constituent percentages of the costs incurred at the polymerization stages attributable to direct materials, labor and overhead, and has applied these percentages to the total cost for the polymer.\(^{275}\)
- The petitioners argue that due to the tight verification schedule, Commerce verifiers could not examine voluminous “cost reports” to verify “the relevant constituent percentages” for “each of the constituent process elements.”\(^{276}\)
- The petitioners allege that TCK appears to have manipulated its SAP® system and its records when preparing polymerization stage costs as reported in the cost database.\(^{277}\)
- The petitioners argue that because PET chips are used for various applications, such as packaging, textiles, and films, there is a risk that costs assigned to the PET chips used to produce the subject fine denier PSF, as opposed to those PET chips used for non-subject applications, also affects the accuracy of TCK’s reported costs.\(^{278}\)
- The petitioners also argue that TCK’s incorrect starting point for cost buildups, combined with TCK’s non-descriptive and essentially meaningless product coding system is particularly distortive, as made manifest by the consistently low unit cost TCK calculated for the products classified within the CONNUMs affecting the U.S. sales, and the inversion of common-sense, industry-wide propositions, such as that black fiber always costs more than white fiber.\(^{279}\)
- The petitioners conclude that this enabled TCK to withhold from the record information with respect to the products’ physical characteristics by which it maintains production costs in the normal course of business.\(^{280}\)

**TCK’s Comments**

- TCK asserts that it appropriately accounted for all elements of the cost of production, including the cost of semi-finished PET chips.\(^{281}\)
- TCK argues that the petitioners’ argument is not based on record facts, but instead misrepresentations or misunderstandings of TCK’s reporting methodology.\(^{282}\)
- TCK alleges that the very portions of the cost report that the petitioners cite make clear that the petitioners have no basis for their argument in the record.\(^{283}\)
- TCK asserts that, as confirmed in the Cost Verification Report, TCK relied on the

\(^{274}\) *Id.*  
\(^{275}\) *Id* at 14 (citing to Section D at 20).  
\(^{276}\) *Id.*  
\(^{277}\) *Id.*  
\(^{278}\) *Id* at 14-15 (citing to Supplemental D at 3).  
\(^{279}\) *Id* at 15.  
\(^{280}\) *See* Petitioners’ Cost Case Brief at 15.  
\(^{281}\) *See* TCK’s Cost Rebuttal Brief at 13.  
\(^{282}\) *Id.*  
\(^{283}\) *Id.*
finished product costs as calculated in its normal accounting records.\textsuperscript{284}

- TCK explains that, in TCK’s normal books and records, both self-produced and purchased PET chips are recognized and treated as a raw material input.\textsuperscript{285} As is common in every process based cost accounting system, the cost of the actual input materials (QTA, EG, TPA, etc.) along with the conversion costs incurred in manufacturing PET chips (labor and overhead) are simply combined into a single amount.\textsuperscript{286}

- TCK also explains that to meet Commerce’s reporting format and requirements, it simply utilized the semi-finished product cost report for purposes of calculating constituent ratios to segregate the value of the semi-finished product contained in each finished product into the constituent raw materials, labor, and overhead.\textsuperscript{287}

**Commerce’s Position:**
We disagree with the petitioners regarding TCK’s reporting of its PET chips costs. As discussed in the Cost Verification Report, the raw material used by TCK in the production of merchandise under consideration (MUC) is PET chips, which TCK either purchases or produces in-house.\textsuperscript{288} TCK captures the total costs incurred during the polymerization stage as the material cost for the PSF production stage (i.e., the cost of PET chips produced by TCK is recorded as semi-finished product). As such, the value of the polymer transferred to the PSF stage includes the cumulated value of all materials, labor and overhead. Company officials explained that TCK can identify the PET chips used in the production of specific PSF products. To derive the materials costs on a CONNUM-specific basis, TCK calculated the portion of total costs at the polymer stage attributable to materials costs and reported them under the polymerization production stage costs.\textsuperscript{289} TCK relied on its normal books and records to report the cost of the PET chips produced in-house and, as discussed in the Cost Verification Report, the reported costs reflect the actual materials cost from the SAP® system assigned to each specific product included in each CONNUM reported.\textsuperscript{290} Therefore, we have determined that TCK’s methodology for reporting the cost of the PET chips produced in-house is acceptable and not distortive.

**Comment 6(e): TPA Consumption**

*The Petitioners’ Comments*

- The petitioners note that TCK reported that PET chips are synthetic polymers made of TPA and EG.\textsuperscript{291} However, record evidence shows that TCK also uses a third major input, QTA in the production of PET chips.\textsuperscript{292}

\textsuperscript{284} See TCK’s Cost Rebuttal Brief at 13-14 (citing to Cost Verification Report at 6 and 13).

\textsuperscript{285} Id at 14 (citing to Cost Verification Report at 6 and 13).

\textsuperscript{286} Id.

\textsuperscript{287} Id. at 14 (citing to Cost Verification Report at 6 and 7).

\textsuperscript{288} See Cost Verification Report at 13.

\textsuperscript{289} Id.

\textsuperscript{290} See Cost Verification Report at 15.

\textsuperscript{291} See Petitioners’ Cost Case Brief at 14 (citing to Supplemental D at 3).

\textsuperscript{292} Id at 14 and 16 (citing to Section D at Exhibit D-3).
The petitioners allege that the selective reporting of TPA and QTA consumption in the production of individual PET chips will affect the accuracy of the CONNUM-specific fine denier PSF.\(^{293}\)

The petitioners also allege that the underreporting of TPA consumption will similarly affect the accuracy of the CONNUM-specific unit TOTCOM for the subject fine denier PSF.\(^{294}\)

The petitioners note that TCK provided a worksheet to show how it determined the cost for a PET chip (consisting of both purchased and self-produced PET chips).\(^{295}\) The product code, other than indicating it is for a semi-finished product, provides no meaningful information as to the physical characteristics of the PET chip or the finished fine denier PSF.\(^{296}\)

The petitioners add that Exhibit SD-7 also demonstrates that TCK underreported the consumption quantity of TPA in the production of the subject fine denier PSF because this exhibit and Exhibit D-3 show different TPA consumption amounts.\(^{297}\)

The petitioners assume that the underreporting of TPA consumption predominantly affects the CONNUMs under which TCK reported U.S. sales.\(^{298}\)

The petitioners assert that it is difficult to estimate the degree of the understatement of the unit TOTCOM, due to the absence of necessary information (e.g., a meaningful product code system) on the record.\(^{299}\)

**TCK’s Comments**

- TCK argues that the petitioners make much of the difference in the total TPA consumption for production reported in TCK’s Exhibit D-3 versus TCK’s Exhibit SD-7, claiming that this is additional evidence that TCK underreported TPA costs.\(^{300}\)

- TCK notes that the petitioners are pointing to a schedule provided at the bottom of exhibit SD-7 that was intended to recap total POI consumption of EG, QTA, and TPA for all products, not just fine denier PSF.\(^{301}\) Specifically, the first schedule at the top of the exhibit identifies the quantities consumed of EG, QTA, and TPA for each of the PET chips used in producing fine denier PSF; provides subtotals for each related to PET chips produced for subject merchandise; provides a total for PET chips used in producing non-fine denier products; and, finally, a grand total.\(^{302}\)

- TCK also notes that a review of the exhibit makes clear that the amount reported in the particular cell identified by the petitioners has an erroneous cell reference.\(^{303}\) The grand totals reported in the first schedule are identical to the totals reported in Exhibit D-3 and,
in the case of EG and QTA, the grand totals were carried correctly to the schedule at the bottom of the exhibit.\textsuperscript{304} However, for TPA, the amount reported in the bottom schedule corresponds to the line item “for others” immediately above the grand total in the first schedule.\textsuperscript{305}

- TCK asserts that this clerical error is of no consequence, because the constituent percentages calculated for fine denier PSF and applied to the semi-finished inputs in reporting the CONNUM costs were derived solely from the PET chips used for fine denier PSF production, not from total production.\textsuperscript{306}
- TCK maintains that Commerce repeatedly tested and confirmed that the finished product costs were those calculated in the company’s normal accounting records and that the segregation of the semi-finished PET chip inputs into EG, TPA, QTA, etc., was reasonable.\textsuperscript{307}

**Commerce’s Position:**
We agree with the petitioners that the selective use of QTA and TPA and the use of self-produced and purchased PET chips, can create cost differences unrelated to the physical characteristics the products. Commerce verified, TCK’s reported costs were taken directly from their normal cost accounting systems which record the actual costs incurred to manufacture each fine denier PSF product. However, notwithstanding the fact that costs were reported in accordance with its normal books and records, because these inputs are interchangeable, we agree with the petitioners that we must use costs that only reflect differences in costs between products.

At the outset of this case, Commerce identified the physical characteristics that are the most significant in differentiating the costs between products (\textit{i.e.}, fiber loft, specialty fiber, fiber type, cross section, shape, luster, color, denier range, and finish type). These are the physical characteristics that define unique products (\textit{i.e.}, the CONNUMs, for sales comparison purposes). The level of detail within each physical characteristic (\textit{e.g.}, the multiple different grades or sizes of a product) reflects the importance Commerce places on comparing the most similar products in a price-to-price comparison. A respondent’s reported costs should reflect meaningful cost differences attributable to these different physical characteristics. This ensures that the product-specific costs we use for the sales-below-cost test, constructed value (CV), and DIFMER adjustment accurately reflect the precise physical characteristics of the products whose sales prices are used in Commerce’s dumping calculations.\textsuperscript{308}

In the instant case, the selective reporting of TPA and QTA consumption in the production of individual PET chips, in combination with the interchangeable use of self-produced and purchased PET chips, will affect the accuracy of the CONNUM-specific costs. To mitigate these distortive effects, for the final determination, we have revised TCK’s reported per-unit costs by weight-averaging direct material costs, except for those products where the direct material used

\textsuperscript{304} Id at 15.  
\textsuperscript{305} Id.  
\textsuperscript{306} Id.  
\textsuperscript{307} Id.  
\textsuperscript{308} See Sections 773(f)(1)(A) and 773(a)(6)(C)(ii) and (iii) of the Act.
relates to the physical characteristics of the product.\textsuperscript{309} This ensures that the product-specific costs we use for the sales-below-cost test, CV, and the DIFMER adjustment accurately reflect the physical characteristics of the products whose sales prices are used in Commerce’s dumping calculations.

Further, we agree with TCK that the petitioners’ allegation of underreported TPA consumption costs was based on a misunderstanding of the record. As discussed in the Cost Verification Report, we obtained TCK’s EG, QTA and TPA inventory movement schedules and traced consumption quantities and values to the SAP system and found no evidence of underreporting of the TPA input.\textsuperscript{310}

\textbf{Comment 6(f): Affiliated PET Chips Purchases}

\textit{Petitioners’ Comments}

\begin{itemize}
\item The petitioners also note that TCK reported that it purchased some PET chips from its affiliate TAK during the POI.\textsuperscript{311}
\item The petitioners allege that TCK asserts that its purchases of PET chips from TAK were at arm’s-length transaction prices, but did not provide evidence to support this assertion.\textsuperscript{312}
\item The petitioners argue that the non-arm’s-length prices for the PET chips also affected the accuracy of TCK’s reported costs as well.\textsuperscript{313}
\item The petitioners assert that the record lacks any information as to whether the affiliated purchase prices of PET chips were at arm’s length.\textsuperscript{314}
\item The petitioners argue that Commerce has no information at this late stage of the investigation to determine the distortion due to TCK’s use of the PET chips purchased from TAK.\textsuperscript{315}
\end{itemize}

\textit{TCK’s Comments}

\begin{itemize}
\item TCK argues that the unit TOTCOMs for the reported CONNUMs are not distorted due to the consumption of PET chips purchased from an affiliate.\textsuperscript{316}
\item TCK notes that, once again, the petitioners’ math is designed to confuse the issue, while a basic review of TCK’s submissions establishes that TCK’s reporting was correct.\textsuperscript{317}
\item TCK explains that the PET chip in question was an input that TCK both manufactured in-house and purchased from outside suppliers. Exhibit SD-7 makes clear that consumption of this PET chip accounted for only a tiny fraction of total PET chip costs for fine denier PSF products.\textsuperscript{318}
\end{itemize}

\textsuperscript{309} See TCK’s Final Cost Calculation Memo at Adjustment 1.


\textsuperscript{311} See Petitioners’ Cost Case Brief at 15 (citing to Section D at 9).

\textsuperscript{312} Id.

\textsuperscript{313} Id.

\textsuperscript{314} Id. at 17.

\textsuperscript{315} Id. at 17-18 (citing to Cost Verification Report at 5) and footnote 38.

\textsuperscript{316} See TCK’s Cost Rebuttal Brief at 15.

\textsuperscript{317} Id. at 16.

\textsuperscript{318} Id. at 16 (footnote 41).
• TCK maintains that the petitioners completely disregard the fact that TCK identified and reported the purchase of this input from an affiliated party supplier in its initial response and confirmed that the prices were at arm’s length in the supplemental response.  

• TCK argues that there can be no “distortions” in the reported costs due to the purchases of this input from an affiliated supplier, because these inputs accounted for only a small percentage of the total cost of manufacturing.

Commerce’s Position:
We disagree with the petitioners that the record lacks information to determine a possible distortion due to TCK’s use of the PET chips purchased from TAK. TCK provided information related to its purchases of PET chips from TAK in both the Section D and Supplemental D questionnaire responses. TCK asserts that the PET chips purchased from TAK only account for a small percentage of the COM of fine denier PSF and we agree. We have compared the market price to the transfer price in accordance with the transactions disregarded rule. We found that the average market price exceeds the reported transfer price. Therefore, for the final determination, we have adjusted TCK’s reported COM for the CONNUMs using these PET chips for the difference between the transfer price and the market price of PET chips purchased from TAK.

Comment 7: Whether Commerce Should Adjust the Affiliated Trading Company’s SG&A Expense Rate Calculation

The Petitioners’ Comments
• The petitioners argue that Commerce should adjust the numerator of Toray International’s SG&A expense rate calculation in accordance with the recommendations listed in the Cost Verification Report.

• The petitioners argue that TCK’s removal of packing expenses from the COM in the revised worksheet presented on the first day of the cost verification was not a minor correction. According to the petitioners, Commerce made multiple requests that TCK exclude packing costs from COM, but TCK chose not to cooperate. Consequently, Commerce should apply partial AFA.

• If Commerce decides that partial AFA is not warranted, the petitioners request that the SG&A and profit rate calculations rely on the revised, lower denominator which exclude packing costs.

319 See Section D at Exhibit D-4 and Supplemental D at 11 and Exhibit SD-11.
320 See TCK’s Cost Rebuttal Brief at 16 (citing to Supplemental D at 11 and Exhibit SD-11).
321 Id at 16 (citing to Section D at Exhibit D-4 and Supplemental D at 11 and Exhibit SD-11).
322 See Section 773(f)(2) of the Act and Cost Verification Report at 18.
324 See TCK’s Final Cost Calculation Memo at Adjustment 3.
325 See Petitioners’ Cost Case Brief at 19-20.
326 Id at 20-21.
327 Id at 21.
TCK’s Comments

- With regard to the removal of packing expenses from the COM in the revised worksheet, TCK argues that the petitioners have confused TCK’s own reporting with that of its affiliated supplier, Toray International. The minor correction is actually an adjustment to the informational worksheet that calculates what percentage the EG input represents of TCK’s total COM and is not an adjustment to TCK’s reported costs.\(^{328}\)

- According to TCK, the record clearly demonstrates that the COMs submitted prior to the cost verification are exclusive of packing costs. Thus, there is no basis to apply partial AFA for a failure to remove packing costs from COM.\(^{329}\)

- TCK contends that the revised Toray International SG&A expense rate proposed by Commerce should be adjusted to exclude the storage, domestic transportation, insurance, and consignment expenses that are already reflected in the cost of acquiring the raw materials.\(^{330}\)

Commerce’s Position:

We agree with the petitioners that the numerator to Toray International’s SG&A expense rate calculation needs to be adjusted. As discussed in the Cost Verification Report, during the POI, TCK purchased EG from its affiliated trading company, Toray International.\(^{331}\) Toray International’s total cost for EG, includes the price Toray International paid to unaffiliated suppliers plus an amount for SG&A expense to account for the input procurement services. In calculating Toray International’s SG&A rate, TCK included dividend income, interest expenses and foreign exchange related items in the numerator of the calculation. These income and expense items, however, are investment and financing related costs, not SG&A expenses. In addition, TCK excluded all or part of certain expense items because they claim that they were not related to the EG purchase transactions. However, these exclusions appear to be related to selling expenses of the company. TCK provided very little information on these items as TCK claimed that it did not have access to Toray International’s detailed general ledger account information. We disagree with TCK that the revised rate proposed by Commerce should be adjusted to exclude the selling expense storage, domestic transportation, insurance, and consignment expenses. The SG&A expense rate is intended to include all SG&A expenses reported in Toray International’s audited financial statements and, as such, should include storage, domestic transportation, insurance, and consignment expenses. Therefore, for the final determination, we have revised Toray International’s SG&A expense rate to exclude the dividend income, interest expenses and foreign exchange related items and include all SG&A expense items.\(^{332}\)

However, we disagree with the petitioners’ arguments regarding TCK’s removal of packing expenses and their assertion that TCK’s first day corrections reduce the reported CONNUM costs for packing expenses. As noted by TCK, the petitioners have confused TCK’s own reporting with that of its affiliate, Toray International. In its arm’s length comparison worksheet,

\(^{328}\) See TCK’s Cost Rebuttal Brief at 19.

\(^{329}\) Id.

\(^{330}\) Id at 19-20.

\(^{331}\) See Cost Verification Report at 2 and 19.

\(^{332}\) See TCK’s Final Cost Calculation Memo at Adjustment 2.
TCK provides the EG input used in the production of MUC, the total COM of MUC and the percentage the EG input represents of the COM of MUC. This percentage is used for purposes of the transactions disregarded analysis. Commerce’s statement regarding TCK replacing the total COM of MUC to reflect the COM exclusive of packing costs referred to the calculation of this percentage. Commerce’s statement did not refer to an adjustment to TCK’s reported COM. See Comment 12 below for further discussion of this issue.

Comment 8: Whether Commerce Should Adjust the Cost and Sales of Certain Product Codes

Petitioners’ Comments

- The petitioners argue that product codes reported in TCK’s home market sales database do not appear in a chart, provided by TCK, that includes the product codes and quantity produced by TCK and its outsourcing partners during the POI.
- The petitioners allege that TCK made sales of product codes that neither TCK nor its outsourcing partners produced during the POI.
- The petitioners also allege that there is either a significant error in TCK’s reporting or there are other unreported producers for which TCK sold subject merchandise.
- Citing to the Cost Verification Report, the petitioners argue that the inventory movement schedules and the exhibits provided do not confirm that TCK was the producer of these product codes.
- The petitioners add that because these product codes were sold but not produced by TCK during the POI, Commerce needs to know how TCK assigned costs to the sales of these product codes.
- The petitioners assert that it is unclear whether TCK assigned costs from outside the POI to these product codes, costs from similar product codes produced during the POI, or used some other method.
- The petitioners allege that TCK’s reporting of costs for these product codes is unreported and unsupported on the record of this investigation.
- The petitioners conclude that if Commerce decides that total AFA is not warranted, as partial AFA Commerce should apply the highest cost and prices in the sales database to these home market product codes.

TCK’s Comments

333 See Cost Verification Report at 2 and CVE 1.
334 Id.
335 See Cost Verification Report at 2.
336 See Petitioners’ Cost Case Brief at 21 (citing to Supplemental D at Exhibit D-5) and Petitioners’ Sales Case Brief at 18-19.
337 See Petitioners’ Cost Case Brief at 21 and Petitioners’ Sales Case Brief at 19.
338 See Petitioners’ Sales Case Brief at 19.
339 See Petitioners’ Cost Case Brief at 21-22 (citing to Cost Verification Report at 13 and CVE 9).
340 Id at 22.
341 Id.
342 Id.
343 Id. and Petitioners’ Sales Case Brief at 19.
• TCK notes that Commerce’s questionnaire requires companies to report costs on a CONNUM basis, not on a product code basis. \(^\text{344}\) TCK explains that where multiple product codes may compose a particular CONNUM, the simple fact that one of those product codes was not produced during the POI poses no barrier to accurately reporting CONNUM-specific costs because the costs associated with those product codes within that CONNUM designation logically form the basis of cost reporting. \(^\text{345}\)

• TCK asserts that its responses made clear that in the case of CONNUMs sold but not produced in the POI, TCK reported zero for production quantity and the unit cost of the most similar CONNUM as defined by Commerce’s product characteristics. \(^\text{346}\) TCK adds that it also provided an exhibit listing the one CONNUM for which it had reported a surrogate cost. \(^\text{347}\) TCK asserts that the unit cost of the most similar CONNUM was in fact the highest unit CONNUM reported on the cost database. \(^\text{348}\) Therefore, TCK notes that it would appear the petitioners’ request to use the “highest CONNUM” cost is already granted. \(^\text{349}\)

• TCK argues that there is also no basis to the petitioners’ claim that there is an inconsistency between the reported CONNUMs on the sales file and those reported in the cost database. \(^\text{350}\) TCK asserts that Exhibit SD-5 pertains to POI production and reconciles to the total production quantity reported in the cost database. \(^\text{351}\) TCK notes that the precise product mix sold during a period can differ from those produced. \(^\text{352}\)

• TCK asserts that Commerce verified that the product codes reported in the sales file but not on Exhibit SD-5 were not produced but sold from inventory during the POI. \(^\text{353}\) TCK also asserts that the inventory movement schedules confirm that each of these products had a positive beginning inventory balance, and no production during the POI. \(^\text{354}\)

• TCK concludes that there is no significant error or unreported producers as the petitioners speculate. \(^\text{355}\)

• TCK concludes that the petitioners’ suggestions and requests make no sense on their face in several respects. \(^\text{356}\) TCK argues that there is no basis to apply total AFA to TCK in this investigation. \(^\text{357}\) TCK adds that, as to the petitioners’ alternative request, it is unclear what the petitioners intend for Commerce to do in response. \(^\text{358}\)

\(^{344}\) See TCK’s Cost Rebuttal Brief at 21.

\(^{345}\) Id.

\(^{346}\) Id. (citing to Section D at 30).

\(^{347}\) Id.

\(^{348}\) See TCK’s Cost Rebuttal Brief at 21-22 (citing to Section D at Exhibit D-18).

\(^{349}\) See TCK’s Cost Rebuttal Brief at 22.

\(^{350}\) Id.

\(^{351}\) Id. (citing to Supplemental D at Exhibit SD-5) and TCK’s Sales Rebuttal Brief at 21.

\(^{352}\) Id. and TCK’s Sales Rebuttal Brief at 21.

\(^{353}\) See TCK’s Cost Rebuttal Brief at 22 (citing to Sales Verification Exhibit 34) and TCK’s Sales Rebuttal Brief at 21.

\(^{354}\) Id at 22 and TCK’s Sales Rebuttal Brief at 21.

\(^{355}\) See TCK’s Sales Rebuttal Brief at 21.

\(^{356}\) Id at 21 and 22.

\(^{357}\) See TCK’s Cost Rebuttal Brief at 21.

\(^{358}\) Id.
**Commerce’s Position:**

We agree with the petitioners that certain product codes reported in TCK’s home market sales database do not appear in the chart that includes the product codes produced by TCK and its outsourcing partners during the POI. We also agree with the petitioners that TCK made sales of product codes that neither TCK nor its outsourcing partners produced during the POI. As discussed in the Cost Verification Report, in the supplemental section D, TCK provided a list of all products produced during the POI showing the product codes and their production quantity, segregated by products produced by TCK and products outsourced.\(^{359}\) However, the sales files included certain product codes that were not included in the list.\(^{360}\) During the cost verification, we obtained inventory movement ledgers from the SAP® system for these products codes starting March 2016 (one month before the POI) through March 2017 (the last month of the POI).\(^{361}\) We disagree with the petitioners that the inventory movement schedules, and the exhibits provided, confirm that TCK was not the producer of these product codes. The inventory movement ledgers obtained at the cost verification demonstrate that while these product codes were not produced during the POI, they had positive beginning balances which decreased during the POI, demonstrating that these product codes were sold from available inventory.\(^{362}\)

We agree with the petitioners that because these product codes were sold but not produced by TCK during the POI, Commerce needs to know how TCK assigned costs to the sales of these product codes. However, we disagree with the petitioners that it is unclear how TCK assigned costs to these product codes. We also disagree with the petitioners that TCK’s costs for these product codes are unreported and unsupported on the record of this investigation. Record evidence shows that for the product code that was itself a CONNUM, TCK reported zero for production quantity and the unit cost of the most similar CONNUM as defined by Commerce’s product characteristics.\(^{363}\) In addition, for the remaining product codes, because they fell under CONNUMs that already had assigned costs, TCK used the weighted-average cost of those CONNUMs themselves as a surrogate. That is, the weighted-average cost of the other products within the CONNUM becomes the surrogate for the products within the CONNUM not produced during that period. We also disagree with the petitioners that there is either a significant error in TCK’s reporting or there are other unreported producers for which TCK sold subject merchandise because these allegations are unsupported by record evidence. TCK has reported costs for all the CONNUMs produced during the POI and the verifiers tied the reported costs to TCK’s financial, cost and production records.\(^{364}\)

Finally, we disagree with the petitioners that regarding this issue total or partial AFA is warranted. In the beginning of an antidumping proceeding Commerce determines which physical characteristics of the merchandise under consideration are important for the dumping analysis and develops a CONNUM under which products with varying characteristics would fall. Products are then assigned to CONNUMs based on their own unique physical characteristics. Because Commerce has previously determined which characteristics are important for


\(^{360}\) Id.

\(^{361}\) See Cost Verification Report at 13 and CVE 9.

\(^{362}\) Id.

\(^{363}\) See Section D at 30 and Exhibit D-18.

\(^{364}\) See Cost Verification Report at 13-16.
distinguishing costs among products in the case, if a product falls within a particular CONNUM, then there is no need to go outside that CONNUM in order to find a surrogate cost. Therefore, for the product codes at issue which were sold but not produced during the POI and fell within CONNUMs for which a unique weighted-average per-unit cost has been determined, these CONNUM costs should be used as the proper surrogate for the dumping analysis. As can be seen from the discussion above, this was the methodology followed by TCK. As such, neither the costs nor the sales of these product codes need to be adjusted.

Comment 9: Whether Commerce Should Deny the Offset to G&A Expenses

The Petitioners’ Comments
- The petitioners argue that the claimed offset is related to an expense that occurred prior to the POI and should be denied in accordance with Commerce’s established practice of excluding non-period relevant expenses from its calculations.

TCK’s Comments
- According to TCK, the petitioners have misstated Commerce’s practice. To calculate G&A expenses, Commerce has long relied on the amounts from the generally accepted accounting principles (GAAP)-based income statement that most closely corresponds with the POI. In doing so, Commerce evaluates whether the fiscal year activities in question relate to the general operations of the company. The fact that the related expense occurred prior to the POI is irrelevant to Commerce’s determination. In this case, TCK’s claimed offset is related to a donation and Commerce has repeatedly held that donations are a general activity that are attributable to all products of the company. Since the offset was recorded in the fiscal year income statement and is related to donations, TCK argues that there is no basis to exclude the amount.

Commerce’s Position:
We agree with the petitioners that Commerce should disallow the offset to TCK’s G&A expenses. In calculating the G&A expense rate, TCK used the reversal of a BPI item to offset its G&A expenses. This BPI item related to a donation to a school that occurred outside of the POI. TCK asserts that the fact the related expense occurred in a prior period while the gain was incurred in the current period is irrelevant, we disagree. Commerce’s established practice in calculating the G&A expense rate is to include only income items that relate to the current period. We do so because we do not consider it appropriate for respondents to reduce current

---

365 See Notice of Final Determination of Sales at Less Than Fair Value and Final Determination of Critical Circumstances: Diamond Sawblades and Parts Thereof from the Republic of Korea, 71 FR 29310 (May 22, 2006) (Sawblades from Korea) and accompanying Issues and Decision Memorandum at Comment 23.
366 See Sawblades from Korea at Comment 23.
367 See Petitioners’ Cost Case Brief at 24.
368 See TCK’s Cost Rebuttal Brief at 24.
370 Id.
371 See Notice of Final Determination of Sales at Less Than Fair Value and Affirmative Critical Circumstances Determination: Bottom Mount Combination Refrigerator-Freezers from Mexico, 77 FR 17422 (March 26, 2012) (BMRF from Mexico) and accompanying Issues and Decision Memorandum at Comment 31. See also Stainless
period expenses by corrections of prior year overestimated expenses or costs associated with non-recurring provisions from prior years.\textsuperscript{372} Therefore, for the final determination, we have revised TCK’s G&A expense rate to exclude the claimed offset to the G&A expenses. Due to the business proprietary nature of the item, please refer to the BPI version of the Final Cost Calculation Memorandum for TCK for further discussion.\textsuperscript{373}

**Comment 10: Whether Commerce Should Adjust the Non-Operating Income Used to Offset the G&A and Financial Expenses**

**Petitioners’ Comments**

- The petitioners argue that the gain on foreign exchange translations should not be allowed as an offset to TCK’s financial expense ratio since it is unrelated to production and instead represents an unrealized gain that is the result of restating obligations denominated in foreign currency. Citing Fischer 2012, the petitioners claim that because Commerce is prohibited from including amounts that are not actually incurred or realized by the respondent, the petitioners contend the gain should be excluded from the cost of producing MUC.\textsuperscript{374}
- The petitioners also argue that, under Fischer 2012, Commerce is prohibited from including in SG&A amounts that are not actually incurred or realized by the respondent.\textsuperscript{375}
- The petitioners argue that the gain on the sales of unused property and equipment should likewise be excluded because it is unrelated to the sales or production of MUC.\textsuperscript{376}

**TCK’s Comments**

- TCK contends that an adjustment is unnecessary since the gains on foreign currency translations have already been excluded from the calculation of the G&A expense ratio.\textsuperscript{377}
- TCK argues that the gains on the disposal of unused property and equipment should be allowed since Commerce has long recognized such transactions are associated with the company’s general operations and are appropriately included in the G&A expense ratio.\textsuperscript{378}

**Commerce’s Position:**

We disagree with the petitioners regarding the gain on foreign exchange translations. Foreign exchange translation gains or losses that are recognized on a company’s audited income statement are real costs or gains to the company and they directly relate to the year in which they

\textsuperscript{372} See BMRF from Mexico at Comment 31. See also Mexico Coils at Comment 7.
\textsuperscript{373} See TCK’s Final Cost Calculation Memo at Adjustment 4.
\textsuperscript{375} See Petitioners’ Cost Case Brief at 24-25 (citing Fischer 2012).
\textsuperscript{376} See Petitioners’ Cost Case Brief at 24-26.
\textsuperscript{377} See TCK’s Cost Rebuttal Brief at 24-25.
\textsuperscript{378} Id at 25.
are recorded. This position is consistent with the CIT’s decision in *DRAMs from Korea*.

In *DRAMs from Korea*, the Court disagreed with the respondent’s contention that translation losses were hypothetical and in no way represented actual costs of production. Notwithstanding the contingent nature of translation losses, however, such losses are akin to an increased cost of borrowing funds that should be included in any reasonable measure of the cost climate faced by the company during the POI. Regardless of whether the foreign exchange translation is a gain or a loss, it still results in more or less funds that the company will either receive or will need to pay back, and accordingly has a real impact on a company’s cost of financing during the period.

The petitioners’ reliance in *Fischer 2012* is misplaced. Although the Court in *Fischer 2012* ultimately directed Commerce to exclude the net unrealized foreign exchange losses that were reported on Fischer’s income statement, this decision was reached based on a specific set of facts that do not apply in the instant case. Specifically, the Court relied on the fact that “Fischer adopted the U.S. dollar as its functional currency and conducts all of its business in U.S. dollars” and would then translate its U.S. dollar financial statements to Brazilian reais financial statements in order to comply with Brazilian financial reporting laws. The Court concluded that by adopting the U.S. dollar as its functional currency, combined with the fact that all of its business is conducted in U.S. dollars, Fischer chose not to expose itself to foreign currency fluctuations. Therefore, the variations caused by currency translation to reais for reporting purposes are not “the actual amounts incurred and realized” pursuant to section 773(2)(A) of the Act. Despite following the Court’s instructions to exclude the net exchange variance reported on Fischer’s income statement, Commerce maintains that including all foreign exchange gains and losses reported on a company’s income statement, while excluding any foreign exchange gains and losses recorded to stockholders’ equity, is appropriate. Therefore, for the final determination, we have continued to include all foreign exchange translation gains and losses in the numerator of the financial expense rate calculation. In addition, because record evidence demonstrates that TCK did not include the gains or losses on foreign exchange translations in the numerator of its G&A expense rate calculation, no adjustment is warranted.

We also disagree with the petitioners’ argument regarding the gain on the sales of unused property and equipment. It is Commerce’s established practice to include gains or losses incurred on the routine disposition of fixed assets in the G&A expense ratio calculation. Commerce follows this practice because it is expected that a producer will periodically replace

---

380 See *DRAMs from Korea* at 5 (“Respondents first contend that translation losses are hypothetical losses only, which in no way represent actual costs of production; accordingly, respondents argue that Commerce erred by including translation losses in its COP calculations. The Court disagrees.”).  
381 See *DRAMs from Korea* at 5.  
382 See *Fischer 2012*, 2012 WL 1942109 at 3.  
383 Id.  
384 Id.  
385 Id.  
386 See *Welded Line Pipe from Turkey* at Comment 15.  
388 See e.g. *Certain Hot-Rolled Steel Flat Products from Japan: Final Determination of Sales at Less Than Fair Value and Final Affirmative Determination of Critical Circumstances, in Part*, 81 FR 53409 (August 12, 2016) (*Hot-Rolled Steel from Japan*) and accompanying Issues and Decision Memorandum at Comment 13.
production equipment and, in doing so, will incur miscellaneous gains or losses. Replacing or disposing of production equipment is a normal and necessary part of doing business.\(^{389}\) Commerce includes such gains and losses from the routine disposal of assets in G&A expense, rather than as a manufacturing expense, because the equipment, having been removed from the production process prior to the sale or disposal, is not an element of production when the disposal or sale takes place. Rather, it is simply a miscellaneous asset awaiting disposal.\(^{390}\) The gains or losses on the routine disposal or sale of assets of this type relate to the general operations of the company as a whole because they result from activities that occurred to support on-going production operations. In short, it is a cost of doing business.\(^{391}\) Commerce’s approach for these types of gains and losses is to allocate them over the entire operations of the producer.\(^{392}\) Therefore, for the final determination, we have continued to include gain on the sales of unused property and equipment in the numerator of the G&A expense rate calculation.

**Comment 11: Whether Commerce Should Continue to Apply the Affiliated Party Purchases Adjustment**

**Petitioners’ Comments**

- Referencing the cost verification findings, the petitioners point out that the market price for EG differs significantly from the transfer price reported by TCK. Therefore, if Commerce does not resort to total AFA, the petitioners argue that Commerce should inflate the reported market price by a specifically named percentage, which they state is based on the cost verification findings, and, consistent with the *Preliminary Determination*, rely on the revised market price for EG in accordance with the major input rule.\(^{393}\)

- On rebuttal, the petitioners dispute TCK’s claim that the monthly average prices paid to Toray International were higher than the monthly average prices paid to unaffiliated parties. Based on the Cost Verification Report, TCK relied on understated purchase prices which did not include associated ancillary costs, thus, the petitioners conclude that TCK’s affiliated EG purchase data is riddled with inconsistencies and is not reliable. As such, the petitioners urge Commerce to continue to employ the major input rule by using the market price plus any inflation or adjustments for unreported EG costs.\(^{394}\)

**TCK’s Comments**

- TCK argues that no adjustment is necessary since the EG transfer prices paid to its affiliate Toray International reflect arm’s length values. According to TCK, the record demonstrates that Toray International’s charges to TCK are based on its EG purchase prices, which are determined based on a formula referencing international EG spot prices, plus a fixed amount for procurement services.\(^{395}\)

---

\(^{389}\) See *Hot-Rolled Steel from Japan* at Comment 13.

\(^{390}\) *Id.*

\(^{391}\) *Id.*

\(^{392}\) *Id.*

\(^{393}\) *See* Petitioners’ Cost Case Brief at 26-27.

\(^{394}\) *See* TCK’s Cost Rebuttal Brief at 5-6.

\(^{395}\) *See* TCK’s Cost Case Brief at 4-5.
• TCK contends that the comparisons must be made on a consistent basis. Thus, according to TCK, Commerce’s comparison of TCK’s transfer prices from Toray International during the first part of the POI to market prices for the entire POI is clearly inaccurate. However, TCK argues that a comparison of the monthly average affiliated and unaffiliated purchase prices demonstrates that the prices TCK paid to Toray International exceeded the prices paid to unaffiliated parties in every month there were unaffiliated EG purchases.\(^{396}\)

• On rebuttal, TCK argues that the petitioners provide no basis for their proposed percentage increase to the EG market price, and, in fact, TCK was unable to replicate the exact increase proposed using the information on the record. Regardless, TCK maintains that the company’s purchases of EG from Toray International were at market value, thus, an adjustment to the EG transfer prices to market prices is unwarranted.\(^{397}\)

**Commerce’s Position:**
During the POI, TCK purchased EG used to produce fine denier PSF from Toray International, an affiliated trading company.\(^{398}\) As discussed in the Cost Verification Report, we analyzed TCK’s affiliated EG purchases in accordance with the transactions disregarded rule.\(^{399}\) We compared TCK’s reported POI transfer price to the weight-averaged market price.\(^{400}\) Based on our analysis, we determined that the weight-averaged market price exceeded the transfer price.\(^{401}\)

TCK contends that Commerce’s comparison of TCK’s transfer prices from Toray International during the first part of the POI to market prices for the entire POI is clearly inaccurate. We disagree. The reported costs are a weighted-average of the costs TCK incurred during POI. Accordingly, the transactions disregarded analysis also needs to be based on the weighted-average of all the affiliated and unaffiliated purchases TCK made during POI.

We agree with the petitioners that, consistent with the *Preliminary Determination*, Commerce should adjust TCK’s reported COM in accordance with the transactions disregarded rule.\(^{402}\) However, the petitioners argue that Commerce should inflate the reported market price by a specifically named percentage which they state is based on the cost verification findings, we disagree. The petitioners do not demonstrate how they calculated this percentage or provide record evidence to support it. Therefore, for the final determination, we have continued to adjust TCK’s reported COM for the difference between the transfer price and the weight-averaged market price.\(^{403}\)

\(^{396}\) *Id.* at 5.

\(^{397}\) See TCK’s Cost Rebuttal Brief at 25.

\(^{398}\) See Cost Verification Report at 4 and 18-19.

\(^{399}\) See Section 773(f)(2) of the Act and Cost Verification Report at 18.

\(^{400}\) See Cost Verification Report at 18-19.

\(^{401}\) *Id.*

\(^{402}\) We note that the petitioners make reference to the major input rule but because the affiliated supplier is not a producer, the major input rule does not apply.

\(^{403}\) See Final Cost Calculation Memo at Adjustment 2.
Comment 12: Whether Commerce Should Eliminate the Unreconciled Difference Adjustment to TCK’s Reported Costs

The Petitioners’ Comments

- The petitioners argue that Commerce should continue to adjust TCK’s costs for the unreconciled difference since, on the first day of the cost verification, TCK revised the COM reported on a previously submitted worksheet to exclude packing costs. According to the petitioners, the removal of significant packing costs, when TCK had been instructed to do so on multiple occasions, is not a minor correction. Since TCK chose not to cooperate, the petitioners conclude that partial AFA is warranted to serve as a deterrent and to ensure that TCK does not derive a benefit for having failed to cooperate. 404

TCK’s Comments

- According to TCK, the unreconciled difference adjustment from the Preliminary Determination is unnecessary since the amount reflects packing-related labor and overhead costs that were moved from the cost to the sales databases at Commerce’s request. TCK states that while the cost and sales databases were revised, the overall cost reconciliation was not updated for these reclassifications until the first day of the cost verification. 405

Commerce’s Position:

We agree with TCK that Commerce should not make an adjustment for an unreconciled cost amount. In the Preliminary Determination, Commerce increased TCK’s reported per-unit TOTCOM to account for an unreconciled difference between TCK’s POI COM for fine denier PSF products reflected in the company’s normal books and records and TCK’s reported extended TOTCOM in the “tckcp03_master” cost database. 406 On the first day of verification, TCK officials explained that this unreconciled difference represented reclassified labor and overhead costs related to packing. 407 TCK’s product-specific costs calculated in the normal course of business include packing material costs. For reporting purposes, TCK deducted the packing material costs from the product-specific costs and reported the packing material costs in the sales files. 408 Pursuant to Commerce’s instructions, TCK revised its reported packing expenses to also include amounts for labor and overhead costs related to packing. 409 Although TCK incorporated these revisions in the cost database (i.e., a reduction to the reported costs) submitted November 16, 2017, TCK did not submit a revised overall cost reconciliation showing the reclassified labor and overhead cost amounts as a deduction to the POI COM. 410 On the first day of verification, Commerce obtained and reviewed the updated overall cost reconciliation which reflected the correct amount for packing costs that TCK excluded from the POI COM of fine denier PSF and

404 See Petitioners’ Cost Rebuttal Brief at 2-4.
405 See TCK’s Cost Case Brief at 3-4.
406 See Preliminary Cost Calculation Memo at Adjustment 2.
408 See Section D at 26 and Exhibit D-14; Section B at 34; and, Section C at 39 and Exhibit C-18.
409 See Sections B-C supplemental questionnaire response dated November 6, 2017 at Exhibit SC-17.
410 See Supplemental D at “tckcp02_master” cost database.
reported in the sales files. After correcting for this error in the cost reconciliation, there is no unreconciled cost amount. Therefore, for the final determination, we have not adjusted TCK’s reported costs for an unreconciled difference.

The petitioners’ argument is based on a misunderstanding of the first minor correction. Contrary to what the petitioners argue, TCK did not remove packing costs from COM in the first minor correction. As previously discussed in Comment 7, in its affiliated purchases worksheet, TCK provides the EG input used in the production of MUC, the total COM of MUC and the percentage the EG input represents of the COM of MUC. This percentage is used for purposes of the transactions disregarded analysis. Commerce’s statement regarding TCK replacing the total COM of MUC to reflect the COM exclusive of packing costs, referred to the calculation of this percentage. Commerce’s statement did not refer to an adjustment to TCK’s reported COM. Neither the first minor correction nor the clarification included with the minor corrections affects the reported costs. Therefore, we disagree with the petitioners that partial AFA is warranted in this instance because TCK has neither derived a benefit from this minor correction, nor has TCK failed to cooperate.

VI. RECOMMENDATION

Based on our analysis of the comments received, we recommend adopting the above positions. If this recommendation is accepted, we will publish the final determination of this investigation and the final weighted-average dumping margins in the Federal Register.

☐ ☐

Agree Disagree

5/23/2018

Signed by: GARY TAVERMAN

Gary Taverman
Deputy Assistant Secretary
for Antidumping and Countervailing Duty Operations,
performing the non-exclusive functions and duties of the
Assistant Secretary for Enforcement and Compliance

411 See Cost Verification Report at 3, 7 and 11.
412 Id. at 2 and CVE 1.
413 Id.